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Введение
Учебное пособие по подготовке аспирантов к сдаче кандидат‐
ского экзамена по английскому языку разработано в соответствии с
Федеральным законом от 29 декабря 2012 г. № 273‐ФЗ “Об образова‐
нии”; приказами Министерства образования и науки Российской Фе‐
дерации от 16 марта 2011 г. № 1365 “Об утверждении программ кан‐
дидатских экзаменов” и Финансового университета от 25 ноября
2014 г. № 2253 “Об утверждении порядка разработки и утверждения
образовательных программ высшего образования – программ подго‐
товки научно‐педагогических кадров в аспирантуре Финансового
университета”, рабочей программой дисциплины “Иностранный язык”
для подготовки научно‐педагогических кадров всех направлений в ас‐
пирантуре и программой кандидатского экзамена по дисциплине
“Иностранный язык”. Учебное пособие рекомендуется для подготовки
к кандидатскому экзамену аспирантов очной и заочной форм обуче‐
ния и экстернов.
Основными задачами изучения дисциплины “Иностранный язык”
в аспирантуре является:
 развитие умений осуществлять поиск научной информации,
читать, переводить с английского языка на русский и реферировать
научный финансово‐экономический текст, давать научное объясне‐
ние на английском языке, писать аннотации;
 совершенствование соответствующих международным стандар‐
там профессионально ориентированных знаний, умений и исследова‐
тельских навыков, сформированных в бакалавриате и магистратуре.
Специфику кандидатского экзамена по английскому языку пред‐
ставляют такие требования, посредством которых проверяется необ‐
ходимый уровень владения языком, обеспечивающий достижение
целевой установки. Определяющим фактором в достижении установ‐
ленного уровня владения основными видами речевой коммуникации
является требование профессиональной направленности владения
английским языком.
Компетенции определяются как интегративная целостность зна‐
ний, умений и навыков, обеспечивающих успешную научную и про‐
фессиональную деятельность аспирантов финансово‐экономического
вуза. В процессе изучения английского языка аспиранты приобрета‐
ют универсальные компетенции, определяемые направлением под‐
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готовки. Аспиранты, сдающие кандидатский экзамен по дисциплине
“Иностранный язык” (кроме направления подготовки “Экономика”),
должны обладать универсальной компетенцией ‒ готовностью ис‐
пользовать современные методы и технологии научной коммуника‐
ции на государственном и иностранных языках (УК‐4); для направле‐
ния подготовки “Экономика” ‒ готовностью использовать современ‐
ные методы научной коммуникации на иностранном языке (ИК‐6).
Дисциплина “Иностранный язык” предлагает сбалансированный
подход к развитию умений и навыков говорения, чтения, письменной
речи в соответствии с уровнями Общеевропейской шкалы языковых
компетенций. Аспиранты должны владеть английским языком не
ниже уровня В1 (Intermediate), что предполагает хорошее владение
профессиональными и академическими умениями, а также навыка‐
ми, необходимыми для успешной сдачи кандидатского экзамена.
Необходимо, чтобы результат освоения дисциплины соответство‐
вал параметрам уровня В2/С1 – “Самостоятельное владение/Продви‐
нутый уровень”.
Кандидатский экзамен по английскому языку является формой
промежуточной аттестации по программам аспирантуры. На канди‐
датском экзамене аспиранты должны продемонстрировать умение
пользоваться английским языком как средством профессионального
общения в научной сфере. Аспиранты должны владеть орфографи‐
ческой, орфоэпической, лексической, грамматической и стилистичес‐
кой нормами изучаемого языка в пределах программных требований
и правильно использовать их во всех видах речевой коммуникации, в
научной сфере в форме устного и письменного общения.
На кандидатском экзамене аспирантам необходимо показать
владение подготовленной монологической речью, а также неподго‐
товленной монологической и диалогической речью в ситуации офи‐
циального общения в пределах программных требований. Оценива‐
ется содержательность, адекватная реализация коммуникативного
намерения, логичность, связность, смысловая и структурная завер‐
шенность, нормативность высказывания.
Аспиранты должны продемонстрировать умение читать ориги‐
нальную литературу по научной специальности, опираясь на изу‐
ченный языковой материал, фоновые страноведческие и профессио‐
нальные знания, навыки языковой и контекстуальной догадки. Объ‐
ектом контроля на кандидатском экзамене являются навыки изуча‐
ющего, а также поискового и просмотрового чтения. При изучающем
чтении оценивается умение максимально точно и адекватно извле‐
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кать основную информацию, содержащуюся в тексте, проводить
обобщение и анализ основных положений предъявленного научного
текста для последующего перевода на язык обучения, а также состав‐
ления резюме на иностранном языке. При поисковом и просмотровом
чтении оценивается умение в течение короткого времени опреде‐
лить круг рассматриваемых в тексте вопросов и выявить основные
положения автора. Оценивается объем и правильность извлеченной
информации. Резюме прочитанного текста оценивается с учетом
объема и правильности извлеченной информации, адекватности реа‐
лизации коммуникативного намерения, логичности, смысловой и
структурной завершенности, нормативности текста.
Перевод научного текста по специальности оценивается с учетом
общей адекватности перевода, т.е. отсутствия смысловых искажений,
соответствия норме и узусу языка перевода, включая употребление
терминов. При отборе конкретного языкового материала необходимо
руководствоваться следующими функциональными категориями.
Передача фактуальной информации: средства оформления по‐
вествования, описания, рассуждения, уточнения, коррекции услы‐
шанного или прочитанного, определения темы сообщения.
Передача эмоциональной оценки сообщения: средства выражения
одобрения/неодобрения, предпочтения и т.д.
Передача интеллектуальных отношений: средства выражения
согласия/несогласия, способности/неспособности сделать что‐либо,
выяснение возможности/невозможности сделать что‐либо, уверен‐
ности/неуверенности говорящего в сообщаемых им фактах.
Структурирование дискурса: оформление введения в тему, разви‐
тие темы, смена темы, подведение итогов сообщения, инициирование и
завершение разговора, приветствие, выражение благодарности, разо‐
чарования и т.д.; владение основными формулами этикета при ведении
диалога, научной дискуссии, при построении сообщения и т.д.
Интонационное оформление произношения: словесное, фразовое
и логическое ударение, мелодия, паузация, фонологические проти‐
вопоставления, релевантные для изучаемого языка: долгота/ крат‐
кость, закрытость/открытость гласных звуков, звонкость/глухость
конечных согласных и т.п.
Лексический запас аспирантов должен составить не менее 5500
лексических единиц с учетом вузовского минимума и потенциаль‐
ного словаря, включая примерно 500 терминов по профилирующей
научной специальности.
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Аспирантам необходимо знать и практически владеть граммати‐
кой английского языка [порядок слов простого предложения. Слож‐
ное предложение: сложносочиненное и сложноподчиненное предло‐
жения. Союзы и относительные местоимения. Эллиптические пред‐
ложения. Бессоюзные придаточные предложения. Употребление
личных форм глагола в активном и пассивном залогах. Согласование
времен. Пассивные конструкции. Функции инфинитива: инфинитив в
функции подлежащего, определения, обстоятельства. Синтаксиче‐
ские конструкции: оборот “дополнение с инфинитивом” (объектный
падеж с инфинитивом); оборот “подлежащее с инфинитивом” (име‐
нительный падеж с инфинитивом); инфинитив в функции вводного
члена; инфинитив в составном именном сказуемом (be + инфинитив)
и в составном модальном сказуемом; оборот “for + smb. to do smth.”
Сослагательное наклонение. Модальные глаголы. Модальные глаголы с
простым и перфектным инфинитивом. Условные предложения. Атри‐
бутивные комплексы (цепочки существительных). Эмфатические (в
том числе инверсионные) конструкции в форме Continuous или пассива;
инвертированное придаточное уступительное или причины; двойное
отрицание. Местоимения, слова‐заместители (that (of), those (of), this,
these, do, one, опes), сложные и парные союзы, сравнительно‐сопоста‐
вительные обороты (as ... as, not so ... as, the ... the)].
В качестве учебных текстов и литературы для чтения использу‐
ется оригинальная монографическая и периодическая литература по
тематике профиля университета, по научной специальности аспи‐
рантов, а также оригинальные статьи из журналов, издаваемых на
английском языке за рубежом. Рекомендуемый в учебно‐тематичес‐
ком плане реестр тем включает такие разделы, как:
 характеристика языка научной литературы, особенности науч‐
ного функционального стиля;
 основы научного перевода: эквивалент и аналог, переводче‐
ские трансформации, многозначность лексики, словарное и кон‐
текстное значение слова, контекстуальные замены, компенсация по‐
терь при переводе, совпадение и расхождение значений интернацио‐
нальных слов, “ложные друзья переводчика”, переводные эквивален‐
ты неологизмов;
 понятие о термине, связь термина с контекстом, структурные
особенности терминов‐словосочетаний, перевод терминов дерива‐
тов, синтагматические единицы и сложные терминологические кон‐
струкции, характерные для специального языка, непереводные тер‐
мины, заимствования, кальки;
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 виды речевой коммуникации, смысловой анализ аутентичных
текстов, перевод, создание вторичных текстов (аннотаций), написа‐
ние статей, докладов, научных презентаций и т.д.
Текущий контроль успеваемости аспирантов осуществляется в
форме письменного перевода текста по теме исследования, с соблю‐
дением установленного объема 15 000 печатных знаков, с письмен‐
ной аннотацией на иностранном языке, которые представляются для
проверки в срок не позднее чем за два месяца до начала промежуточ‐
ной аттестации по дисциплине. Письменные работы аспирантов оце‐
ниваются по следующим критериям:
 содержание и формат работы – соответствие жанру, регистру;
уместность, ясность и логика изложения;
 навыки академического письма – степень развития данных на‐
выков, последовательность и связность;
 лексико‐грамматическая корректность – богатство и разнооб‐
разие лексического материала, знание терминологии, грамматиче‐
ских форм и синтаксических структур;
 коммуникативный эффект – соответствие письменной работы
поставленной задаче; глубина раскрытия научной темы.
Письменный перевод научного текста по специальности с ан‐
глийского языка на русский язык оценивается с учетом его адекват‐
ности, соответствия нормам и правилам русского языка, а также зна‐
ния терминологии научной специальности.
На кандидатском экзамене аспиранты выполняют три задания
экзаменационного билета:
1. Чтение и выборочный перевод аутентичного текста на ан‐
глийском языке по научной специальности аспиранта. Беседа с экза‐
менатором по содержанию текста и затронутым в нем проблемам на
английском языке. Объем текста: 2200‒2500 печатных знаков. Время
выполнения задания – 45 минут.
2. Краткое изложение оригинального текста по научной специ‐
альности аспиранта на английском языке. Объем текста 1300‒1500
печатных знаков. Время выполнения – 5 минут.
3. Устная презентация и беседа с экзаменатором по теме научно‐
го исследования на английском языке.
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SECTION 1

Unit 1
Unit 1 looks at different types of research that will involve scientific
activities you are perhaps good at and most enjoy. This information can help
to design your research strategy, to search and review the background
literature to connect your ideas with the broader theoretical issues in your
subject.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Is writing a dissertation different from anything you have been
asked to do before?
2. Why is it important to analyse more extensively a large body of
material, critically evaluating it using more detailed and subtle arguments?
3. What is meant by originality and how to achieve it?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the main types of research methods to find out about
research methodology, the process of designing your research or putting
together different research methods.
READING
Read the text and define the concept of scientific research.
DEFINITION AND TYPES OF RESEARCH PROJECTS
A research project is a paper written by a scientist or academic1, which
describes the ideas for an investigation on a certain topic. The research
paper outlines the investigation from beginning to end and may be used to
request financing for the implementation of the project, to give certain
Academician is a Full Member of an art, literary, or scientific academy. It may be
perceived as an honorary title, which gives privileges and administrative
responsibilities in research projects. An academic is a teacher or researcher with an
advanced degree. The term academic can be sometimes interchangeable with the term
scholar, though scholar is more like a person who attain mastery in a research
discipline.

1
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theoretical background in a specified field of knowledge, or to provide
material for other scholars to study. A research project is a primary stage
of writing a thesis or dissertation.
According to Oxford dictionaries research is defined as systematic
investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to establish
facts and reach new conclusions. Pay attention to the key notions in this
definition – systematic study, establishment of facts, new conclusions!
These words speak volumes for those who are interested!
When we pronounce the word “research”, we stress the first syllable
(re‐), though some traditionalists view this as incorrect and advise to
follow the pattern of British English with the stress on the second syllable
(‐search).
Remember that research is an uncountable noun belonging to the word
family of professional endeavors such as work, knowledge, intelligence,
training, progress, stamina, patience, determination, commitment, reliability,
loyalty. For example: Have you done any research on this? ~ No, I have not,
but there was a piece of research that James did last year that might be
relevant. Unlike other abstract nouns1 that can be used countably, research
can be counted only by adding certain words to it: a piece of research, a
research project, a research study or a research paper etc.
There are different types of research. Sometimes a thesis may fall
under several categories, but it is still important to distinguish the main
types for clear vision of perspectives.
Exploratory research is undertaken when few or no previous studies
exist. The aim is to look for patterns, hypotheses or ideas that can be tested
and will form the basis for further research. Typical research techniques
would include case studies, observation and reviews of previous related
studies and data.
Descriptive research can be carried out to identify and classify the
elements or characteristics of the subject, e.g. number of days lost because
of industrial action. Quantitative techniques are often used to collect,
analyze and summarize data.
Nouns of this type include: education, experience, hatred, help, knowledge, life, love,
sleep, time, understanding.
Good education is the best investment in Britain’s future (education in general) / The
first daughter had a very expensive education at a private school in France (the time
one person spent at school).
They have a quiz every week, with questions about general knowledge.
(all knowledge/knowledge in general) / The job requires a knowledge of statistics
and basic computing (a specific type of knowledge).
1
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Analytical research often extends the descriptive approach to suggest
or explain why or how something is happening, e.g. underlying causes of
industrial action. An important feature of this type of research is in locating
and identifying the different factors (or variables) involved.
The aim of predictive research is to speculate intelligently on future
possibilities, based on close analyses of available evidence of cause and effect,
e.g. predicting when and where future industrial action might take place.
The primary aim of basic research is to improve knowledge generally,
without any particular applied purpose in mind at the outset.
Applied research is designed from the start to apply its findings to a
particular situation.
Deductive research is when you start with a particular theory in mind
and wish to test one or more theoretical ideas on a particular situation, to
see if the theory ‘fits’ or connects with the situation.
You do inductive research when you start by looking closely at a
particular situation, identifying the characteristics, elements or features of
it, and then make connections with theories.
However, both types of approach can occur in research projects, as
deductive research can often identify new phenomena and patterns in the
data that lead researchers to look closely at a situation and develop
inductive conclusions.
(From: http://www.bradford.ac.uk/academicskills/media/academicskillsadvice/
documents/academicskillsresources/writingessaystraditionalacademic/Writing‐A‐PG‐
Research‐Proposal‐Activity.pdf)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What are the key concepts in a research study?
2. What are the common purposes of research in a field?
3. What do you know about phonological and grammatical
characteristics of the word “research”?
4. Can you identify the morphological structure of the word “research”?
What are the possible derivatives?
5. Who is usually involved in research? How significant is the work of
these people?
6. What are the basic approaches to research studies? How different
are they?
7. Which type of research would you undertake in order to identify a
new phenomenon in the data?
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PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents for the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) ученый или научный сотрудник (три слова)
2) диссертация (три слова)
3) понятия (три слова)
4) в начале (три словосочетания)
5) данные (два слова)
6) проводить исследование (три словосочетания)
7) определить тип исследования (два словосочетания)
8) относиться к категории
9) установить факты
10) сделать выводы
11) сфера знаний
12) различать дедуктивные и индуктивные подходы
13) рассуждать о будущих возможностях
14) доказательства причины и следствия
15) проверить теорию
16) без учета какой‐либо определенной практической цели.
B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Thesis
a) a careful examination of something in order to
understand it better
2) Preamble
b) the act of combining separate things, ideas
etc into a complete whole
3) Hypothesis c) a method of doing something or dealing with
a problem
4) Appendix
d) a short written statement of the most
important ideas in a speech, article
5) Research
e) a general description or report about a
particular subject or situation
6) Analysis
f) a long piece of writing about a particular
subject that you do as part of an advanced
university degree
7) Abstract
g) an idea that is suggested as a possible way
of explaining a situation, proving an idea
which has not yet been shown to be true
8) Approach
h) a part at the end of a book containing
additional information
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9) Survey
10) Synthesis

i) a serious study of a subject that is intended
to discover new facts or test new ideas
j) a list of all the books and articles used in
preparing a piece of writing
k) a statement at the beginning of a book,
thesis, document or talk explaining what
it is about

C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
authorities, plan, steps, research, conclusions, subject, advance
Your thesis should prove that you have the abilities to convey complex
ideas clearly, develop arguments consistently, and you have come to new
and interesting …………., you have broken new ground. It is assumed that
your thesis will ………… our knowledge and understanding of certain ideas,
issues and methodology. It is a common feature of almost all research that
progress is very often the cumulative effect of such small ………… taken by
many researchers.
Although you are not just recycling the received opinions of those
regarded as …………. in your subject, you will still need to show that your
research builds on published research and uses established methods, so
you don’t have to start from scratch. And besides, there are many ways in
which your work can be original: in terms of the………… you choose, in the
way you approach it, the material you focus on, and the particular data you
collect. You don’t have to show that what you ………. to do has never been
done before. In many cases, what’s original is that you have done it for
yourself, rather than rely on other people’s …………...
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
The Importance of Being Steve: An Econometric Analysis of the
Contribution of Steve Jobs’s Patents to Apple’s Market Valuation
Daniel K.N. Johnson, Sylvie Scowcroft
Abstract
This paper evaluates the contribution of patent‐related events to
changes in stock prices, proposing that economics has traditionally failed
to find much effect for two reasons which we identify and correct. First,
patents vary widely in quality so we use quantile analysis and alternative
measures of patent quality to identify effects. Second, we permit the
possibility that information leaks out into investor sentiment during the
long and uncertain time until patent grant, so evaluate the stock price
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effect at four different dates in the life of each patent. As a case study to test
this approach, track all patents over a 27‐year period for Apple Inc.,
permitting design patents to have different effects that traditional utility‐
model patents, and isolate the effect that Steve Jobs’s name on a patent has
at each stage of a patent’s life.
International Journal of Financial Research
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
What Determines Managers' Perceptions of Cash Flow
Forecasting Quality? Evidence from a Multinational Corporation
Martin Glaum, Peter Schmidt, and Kati Schnürer
Abstract
While we find that managers assess forecasting effort lower and
forecasting efficiency higher for direct cash flow forecasting than for
indirect method forecasting, our analyses reveal that the variables in our
model, the postulated relationships between them, and the estimated effect
sizes are equally valid for both forecasting methods.
In this article, we develop and test a model of the determinants of
managers' perceptions of cash flow forecasting quality in nonfinancial
companies.
Our empirical analysis is based on data from a worldwide
questionnaire survey at a multinational industrial company.
We expect and find that managers' perceptions of the quality of cash flow
forecasts are determined by the perceived quality of the input data, the effort
invested in forecasting, and the efficiency of the related processes, and
ultimately by a company's orientation toward financial goals.
Journal of International Financial Management & Accounting
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
is provided; extends; is examined; are shown; depends on; shows
Analyst recommendations and volatility in a rising,
falling, and crisis equity market
Original Research Article

Shaen Corbet, Michael Dowling, Mark Cummins
Abstract
The impact of analyst recommendations on equity market volatility ______
for the Greek market. Building on prior research showing an asymmetric
impact of recommendations in rising and falling markets, this study ______ the
investigation to three market states, through including a crisis market period
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for Greece. Sell recommendations _______ to increase volatility, while the
influence of buy recommendations ________ market state. Importantly, the
crisis market period _______a marked decrease in the explanatory power of the
model. A comparison with the German market ________.
Finance Research Letters
G Read the abstract below about commodity‐price volatility. In
most of the lines 1‒17 there is one extra word. It is either grammatically
incorrect or does not fit in with the meaning of the abstract. Some lines,
however, are correct.
If a line is correct, write CORRECT.
If there is an extra word in the line, write the extra word in
CAPITAL LETTERS.
Commodity‐price volatility and macroeconomic spillovers: Evidence
from nine emerging markets.
Original Research Article
Scott W. Hegerty
Abstract
1_______ The recent decade has witnessed wild swings in a global
2_______ commodity prices, with large increases preceding the Global
3_______ Financial Crisis and steep declines by following the crash. Many
4_______ emerging markets find themselves destabilized by these
5_______ fluctuations, not only when the price increases lead to currency
6_______ appreciations and reduced competitiveness, but also it when
7_______ price decreases cause capital outflows and deteriorations in the
8_______ balance of payments. This study so examines the volatility
9_______ processes of six major commodity prices, before they applying
10______ Multivariate GARCH analysis to examine spillovers among
11______ important commodity prices and output, exchange rates, interest
12______ rates and inflation in the major emerging markets. While each
13______ commodity and each country behaves differently, we find it that
14______ Chile is most closely tied to the copper price, and Indonesia to
15______ oil and a tin, while neighbors such as Brazil and the Philippines
16______ are less affected. Perhaps surprisingly, Russia is found up to be
17______ highly insulated from fluctuations in the world oil prices.
The North American Journal of Economics and Finance
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Follow‐up
Give a 3‐minute talk. Use the following prompts.
 What is the theme and the purpose of the research you want to
undertake?
 What approach to the study is the most applicable in your case?
Why?
 Are the methods in your research dependent on its type?

Unit 2
In unit 2 you will learn how to plan the structure of your thesis and then
of individual chapters. Schematization will not only save time and effort, it
will reduce the likelihood of duplicating passages, and your thesis will be
more compact and readable.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Why is it necessary to invest a lot of thought in planning your
outline in detail?
2. What are the main components of a thesis and their relative sizes?
3. What is the purpose of an introduction and how to structure it? Do
you know how to synchronise your introduction with your conclusion?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the useful words and phrases for saying what you will write
about, outlining your thesis, organizing your ideas and referring to the
main parts of your thesis.
READING
Read the text and describe the main parts of a thesis.
RESEARCH PAPER SCHEMATA
So, let’s turn to the key elements, which must be present in any
research paper.
The first one is the title. The title is a statement of the research
hypothesis, indicating the problem area around which the research work
will be undertaken.
The second element is introduction, which represents background
analysis. This part of your research describes the problem under investigation,
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and gives information about the personal and business reasons to start
your scientific argument. A research subject is any phenomenon that is
observed for purposes of research. The research object is the means to
resolve the problem, the instruments to research the subject. The subject
must be creative, exciting, clearly defined and worthy of studying from
both practical and theoretical point of view. It is also important to define
principal terms at this stage. A critical review of the literature you have
studied, acknowledgement of the researchers whose works have formed a
foundation for your research comes next. Then you can proceed to
formulate a hypothesis, which is an outflow of the works studied. Goals and
objectives are often confused. They both describe things that a person may
want to achieve or attain but in relative terms may mean different things.
Both are desired outcomes of work done by a person but what sets them
apart is the time frame, attributes they are set for and the effect they inflict.
Goals are the vision of the project. Objectives are specific targets within the
general goal. Goals and objectives are critical as the rest of your proposal
supports these statements. The final stage of the background analysis is to
define data collection methods and strategies.
There are at least two chapters in a research paper – the theoretical
part and the experimental one.
The theoretical part states the key terms and the main achievements
obtained by other researchers in the field. Here you may come back to your
literature review and speculate about advantages and disadvantages of the
previous studies on the topic in much more detail. Then you should outline
the scientific research methodology including procedural methods, lab
information, experiment methodology and other technical details, which
you intend to implement for the scientific investigation and analysis. You
also need to think about the theoretical approach you are likely to adopt in
your research. Research can be approached in the quantitative or
qualitative way. The emphasis of quantitative research is on collecting and
analyzing numerical data. Qualitative research is more subjective in nature
than quantitative research, involves examining and reflecting on the less
tangible aspects of a research subject, e.g. values, attitudes, perceptions.
In the experimental part, you should be very specific about how you
intend to share your results or project with others. This section may also
include an interpretation and explanation of results, a discussion or
suggestions for further work that may help address the problem you are
trying to solve, an analysis of the expected impact of the scholarly or
creative work on the audience, or a discussion on any problems that could
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hinder your creative endeavor. Research perspective and follow‐up is a
kind of extension to the achieved results. You are to suggest further steps
and developments, which can contribute to the chosen field of knowledge
in general and to the specific area of this research. You are also to state the
significance of the research, i.e. the importance and rationale of the
research topic, which you have undertaken, in terms of its contribution to
existing studies. Remember that conclusions to your paper are a mirror
reflection of the introduction to it.
Any research paper is finished by listing resources you used. This part
is called References or Bibliography.
(From: http://www.writeawriting.com/academic‐writing/research‐project‐proposal/)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What are the five major components of a research paper?
2. How important is the title of a thesis?
3. What should be stated in the introduction to the dissertation?
4. How different are goals and objectives? Which concept is narrower?
5. Why is methodology a point to clarify when you research a theme?
6. Which approach – qualitative or quantitative, is more reliable?
Why? When is it possible to combine the two approaches?
7. How can you characterize the contents of the experimental part?
8. What is to be listed at the end of the research paper?
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents for the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) обозначить проблемную зону
2) анализ предпосылок
3) проблема исследования
4) начать научную дискуссию
5) средства для решения проблемы
6) определить основные термины
7) выразить признательность ученым
8) сформировать базу исследования
9) следствие изученных работ
10) в относительном плане
11) временны́е рамки
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12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)

устанавливать отличительные признаки
достичь результатов
обрисовать научную методологию исследования
принять теоретический подход
количественные и качественные методы
цифровые данные
материальные аспекты
обсуждения или предложения по дальнейшей работе
препятствовать созидательной попытке
внести вклад в избранную сферу знаний
логическое обоснование темы

B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Acknowledgement a) the final result of a process, meeting,
activity
2) Phenomenon
b) something important that you succeed in
doing by your own efforts
3) Objective
c) an attempt to find out the truth about or the
causes of something, for example a scientific
problem
4) Outcome
d) the end or final part of something
5) Strategies
e) the reasons for a decision, belief etc.
6) Achievements
f) something that happens or exists in society,
science, or nature, especially something that
is studied because it is difficult to understand
7) Conclusion
g) an idea that is suggested as an explanation
of something, but that has not yet been proved
to be true
8) Methodology
h) something that you are trying hard to achieve
9) Investigation
i) plans or methods for achieving something,
especially over a long period of time
10) Rationale
j) the set of methods and principles that you
use when studying a particular subject or
doing a particular kind of work
k) the act of publicly thanking someone for
something they have done
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C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
problem, conclusions, research, specifics, introduction,
conclusion, plot, set
The most difficult aspect of writing introductions is explaining what
you are going to do in a way that marks it out as an important piece of
research, so that you engage the interest of the reader, without revealing
the whole……………The best way of achieving this is to start with a general
description outlining clearly and simply your research ……………, the
general question and sub‐questions that you are going to address. Then,
move to the …………… Explain what you’ll be doing to meet these objectives
and what you think you might find, without anticipating your …………
A thesis often starts out with a …………... of objectives which then
change and evolve along the way. So synchronise your …………… with your
conclusion by suggesting what you provisionally expect to be the
conclusions. This way you highlight the genuine exploratory nature of your
……………… It means you won’t be able to finish writing your introduction
until you know what’s going into the …………, otherwise you may find that
you have raised issues in the conclusion that you hadn’t predicted in the
introduction.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Trade openness and inflation: the role of real and nominal price
rigidities.
Anna Watson
Abstract
The paper revisits the long‐standing question of the impact of trade
openness on the inflation‐output trade‐off by accounting for the effects of
product market competition on price flexibility. The study develops a New‐
Keynesian open‐economy dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model
with non‐constant price elasticity of demand and Calvo price setting in
which the frequency of price adjustment is endogenously determined. It
demonstrates that trade openness has two opposing effects on the
sensitivity of inflation to output fluctuations. On the one hand, it raises
strategic complementarity in firms' pricing decisions and the degree of real
price rigidities, which makes inflation less responsive to changes in real
marginal cost. On the other hand, it strengthens firms' incentives to adjust
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their prices, thereby reducing the degree of nominal price rigidities and
increasing the sensitivity of inflation to changes in marginal cost. The study
explains the positive relationship between competition and the frequency
of price adjustment observed in the data. It also provides new insights into
the effects of global economic integration on the Phillips Curve.
Journal of International Money and Finance
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Can statistics‐based early warning systems detect problem
banks before markets?
Original Research Article

Randall K. Kimmel, John H. Thornton Jr., Sara E. Bennett
Abstract
An arbitrage portfolio is formed by shorting problematic banks and
going long the remaining banks.
While all models studied do a good job predicting bank failure, we find that
EWS are unable to inform markets.
Statistical early warning systems (EWS) to identify problematic banks
have grown in sophistication, complexity, and accuracy, but can they
inform markets?
We find accumulating data allows the models to function during long
periods with few or no bank failures and that the factors used are stable.
We utilize five “archetypical” EWS using a unique dataset which
accumulates data from 1986 through 2009.
The North American Journal of Economics and Finance
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
is negatively related; is broken down; is found; investigates; is
uncovered; is mainly driven; is used; confirm; are considered
Asymmetric information, volatility components and the volume‒
volatility relationship for the CAC40 stocks
Original Research Article

Skander Slim, Meriam Dahmene
Abstract
This paper _______ the relationship between trading volume
components and various realized volatility measures for the CAC40 index
constituents. A mixture‐of‐distribution model_______ to decompose trading
volume into informed and liquidity components. Realized volatility _______
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into continuous volatility and jumps. Our findings _______ the strong
positive contemporaneous relationship between total trading volume and
volatility when realized volatility and its continuous component _______. A
limited evidence of the effect of total trading volume on discontinuous
volatility _______. The positive volume–volatility relationship_______ by the
informed component of trading volume. Conversely, liquidity volume
_______ to realized volatility lending some support to the view that liquidity
trading dampens the volatility of stock returns. A stronger negative
relationship between liquidity volume and volatility jump _______.
Global Finance Journal
G Read the abstract below about inflation hedging. In most of the
lines 1‒15 there is one extra word. It is either grammatically incorrect
or does not fit in with the meaning of the abstract. Some lines, however,
are correct.
If a line is correct, write CORRECT.
If there is an extra word in the line, write the extra word in
CAPITAL LETTERS.
What do scientists know about inflation hedging?
Review Article

Stephan Arnold, Benjamin R. Auer
Abstract
1_______ In this article, we give an overview of the state of a scientific
2_______ knowledge on inflation hedging. Specifically, so we distill the
3_______ results of several decades of research analysing the relationship
4_______ between the major asset classes (common stocks, gold, fixed
5_______ income securities, real estate) and inflation. Even though
6_______ previous studies have brought forth this important facts
7_______ characterising the interplay of asset returns and inflation rates
8_______ (e.g., time‐dependency, asymmetry, an outlier‐sensitivity and a
9_______ tendency towards long‐term but to limited short‐term inflation
10______ protection), there is still no consensus on the subject because
11______ sample, data and methodology issues preclude no strict
12______ comparison of most studies. Thus, from a synthesis of the
13______ insights gained from our review, we also outline on possible
14______ directions too for future research that may help to establish
15______ consensus among researchers.
The North American Journal of Economics and Finance
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Follow‐up
Think of a plan for your thesis. Give a three‐minute talk. Follow the
prompts:
State the title.
Say what you are going to speak about in the introduction to the
paper.
How different will the theoretical part be from the experimental
one?
What is your methodology like?
How are you going to prove the hypothesis?

Unit 3
Unit 3 looks at the range of abilities which experts, peers, investigators
and reviewers are assessing. Your thesis gives you the opportunity not only to
choose the topic and questions you want to investigate, but also to develop
your abilities to interpret texts, weigh up empirical evidence and come to
your own measured judgement.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Why is it important to generate your own ideas and then develop
out of them the sort of hypotheses?
2. How can you produce an insightful piece work?
3. What abilities and language skills do examiners assess?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Do an online search to find out the latest developments in financial
industry.
READING
Read the text and explain how to avoid the most common problems
and pitfalls.
RESEARCH PROJECT GUIDELINES AND ASSESSMENT
If you have already chosen an excellent idea to pursue, you are to
focus on the big picture first. It is critical that you are intimately familiar
with the field in which you are considering research. You must be aware
of the field's directions, knowledge gaps, and research already done. The
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literature section shows reviewers you understand the field, have a
balanced and adequate knowledge of it, and are aware of gaps or
discrepancies in the field. To make results of your research valid, make
sure you interpret early studies critically.
Your research will be reviewed by your peers, investigators who are
knowledgeable about the research area, so you are to be in the know and
provide a sound rationale for the hypothesis.
Hypotheses may be one or more, but never propose a “fishing
expedition”, i.e., it should not be a method in search of a problem. Your
hypothesis should be strong, coherently developed. Specific aims and
experiments should relate directly to the hypothesis to be tested and
represented as highly focused statements. If you have more than one
hypothesis, state specific aims for each one.
The statement of significance must be brief, the idea being
innovative and the proposal looking at a topic from a fresh point of view.
The final aim of any research is to increase knowledge in the field and of
public wealth.
The experiments must follow a logical sequence, have a clear direction
or priority, and have a clear starting or finishing point. Including colored
charts, graphs, and photographs should be done in moderation, just to get
your point across. It is wise to place them in an appendix, noting this in the
body of the text. Many papers benefit from statistical analysis, provided
that you define the criteria for evaluating the success or failure of a specific
test.
The supervisor is an important source of help, but you must not rely
on him for total support! It is a good idea to talk to as many people as
possible and conduct your own peer review. Find colleagues in your field
who are experienced and successful in their own research. The more
critical they are the better. It is better to know the problems before you
expose your work to the wider public. The reviewers are like “informed
strangers”, who are quite knowledgeable in the field.
Reviewers mostly state such problematic zones in a research project
as lack of significance or original ideas, invalid rationale or lack of focus,
a shaky hypothesis or shaky data, unclear sense of priority, absence of
recognition of potential problems and pitfalls, and the last but not the
least, plagiarism! You should reference all evidence including all
statistics from external sources, quotations used, specialist knowledge
you have paraphrased or summarized, any definitions quoted or
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paraphrased, any previous external research summarized, any theory,
model, idea, or working practice that you refer to in your text. Each citation
must include the names of all authors (not et al.), name of the book or
journal, volume number, page numbers (not first page only), and year of
publication.
(From: http://www.ninds.nih.gov/funding/write_grant_doc.htm)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What is it important to do before you start your research?
2. Why is the literature section vital?
3. How many requirements for a hypothesis are there?
4. What is the final aim of any research?
5. What means can help you get your message across?
6. How can you get your paper ready for public review?
7. What are the most problematic zones in a research project?
8. Why is it important to include proper references?
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents for the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) сосредоточиться на масштабной картине
2) пробелы в знаниях
3) разногласия в этой сфере
4) обоснованные результаты
5) быть в курсе
6) веское логическое обоснование
7) связно выстроенная гипотезы
8) взглянуть на тему свежим взглядом
9) увеличить благосостояние общества
10) делать что‐то умеренно
11) передать смысл
12) определить критерии
13) провести собственную экспертную оценку
14) шаткая гипотеза
15) возможные проблемы и просчёты
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B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Discrepancy a) a set of related things that are arranged
in a particular order
2) Coherence
b) relating to a subject that is of particular interest
at the present time
3) Statement
c) improvement (formal)
4) Significance d) a difference between things, details, reports that
should be the same
5) Topical
e) standards that are used for judging something
or making a decision about something
6) Betterment
f) praise, respect or admiration
7) Sequence
g) the process of taking another person’s work
ideas or words, and using them as if they were
your own
8) Criteria
h) when a piece of writing is easy to understand
because its parts are connected in a clear and
reasonable way
9) Plagiarism
i) the importance that something has because
it affects other things
10) Recognition j) the reasons for a decision, belief etc.
k) the process of saying or explaining things
in words
C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
background, conclusion, research, work, depth, contributions
Writing the final draft of the introduction will give you a better idea of
what the actual………… of your thesis are and why they are significant. After
you have outlined the research problem, the main issues and how you are
going to conduct your…………, you will need to give a brief outline of what
the key reasons for doing the research are and why it is significant.
This doesn’t have to be in great detail, it will be developed in greater
………. in the body of the thesis. Explain the ………. to your research – the
work that’s already been done. Then explain where your ………. fits in and
what makes it so distinctive. This way you are sure to hook your readers
and, with your provisional account of what you expect to find, your will
keep them engaged right up to your ………. .
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D Translate the abstract into Russian.
The financial Logos: The framing of financial decision‐making
by mathematical modelling
Original Research Article

Christian Walter
Abstract
This paper introduces the notion of “financial Logos”, defined as a
structuring discourse embedded in management tools and beliefs of
financial practices. I hypothesize that this discourse contains a specific
representation of risk mathematically modelled by probability measures.
Next I use a performativity based approach to describe the concrete action
of the financial Logos on financial practices: the framing of financial
decision‐making by mathematical modelling. I argue that it is not possible
to think of a given financial practice without epistemologically and
sociologically thinking of the contribution of the mathematical modelling to
this practice. I conclude with consequences for ethics of finance: extending
ethics of action to epistemic ethics, I suggest that, in finance, any
preference in mathematical modelling is also a preference in ethics.
Research in International Business and Finance
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Which institutional investors matter for firm survival and
performance?
Original Research Article

Grigori Erenburg, Janet Kiholm Smith, Richard Smith
Abstract
We find material differences in investor roles and investment returns
between these samples.
For underperformers, results are negative for activist pension funds
and long‐term institutions, positive for activist hedge funds and short‐term
institutions, and mixed for institutional blockholders.
Using data that spans three decades, we assess the diverse roles of
institutional investors in impacting survival and performance of chronically
underperforming firms and contrast the results for consistently
overperforming firms.
Differentiating among institutional types, controlling for prior
performance and attrition bias provides insights unattainable by
examining aggregated holdings.
The North American Journal of Economics and Finance
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F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
confirm, is found, is used, investigates, is uncovered, is broken down,
is negatively related, is mainly driven
Asymmetric information, volatility components and the volume–
volatility relationship for the CAC40 stocks
Original Research Article

Skander Slim, Meriam Dahmene
Abstract
This paper __________ the relationship between trading volume
components and various realized volatility measures for the CAC40 index
constituents. A mixture‐of‐distribution model _________ to decompose trading
volume into informed and liquidity components. Realized volatility _________
into continuous volatility and jumps. Our findings _________ the strong positive
contemporaneous relationship between total trading volume and volatility
when realized volatility and its continuous component are considered. A
limited evidence of the effect of total trading volume on discontinuous
volatility _________. The positive volume–volatility relationship __________ by the
informed component of trading volume. Conversely, liquidity volume
___________ to realized volatility lending some support to the view that liquidity
trading dampens the volatility of stock returns. A stronger negative
relationship between liquidity volume and volatility jump _________.
Global Finance Journal
Follow‐up
Imagine you are going to submit your paper to the board of
reviewers. Think of a checklist to assess your work. Formulate your
checklist in the form of questions.
Example:
 How high are the intellectual quality and merit of the study?
 What is its potential impact?
Suggested answers
 How novel is the proposal? If not novel, to what extent does
potential impact overcome this lack? Is the research likely to produce new
data and concepts or confirm existing hypotheses?
 Is the hypothesis valid and have you presented evidence supporting it?
 Are the aims logical?
 Are the procedures appropriate, adequate, and feasible for the
research?
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Unit 4
In unit 4 you will learn how to express and develop the most complex
ideas clearly and simply in writing your thesis and presenting your findings
in accordance with the established academic practices. The main purpose of
theses is not just to communicate the results of your research, but it is equally
important to show experts, peers, investigators, examiners and reviewers
that the methods underpinning your research have been chosen well and
used skillfully.
Before you read

Discuss these questions.
1. Could you comment on the effects of jargon and abstractions on our
writing?
2. What are the reasons for citing our sources?
3. What should you do to avoid accidental plagiarism?
INTERNET RESEARCH
Go to www.youtube.com to find videocasts about finance and financial
institutions you are interested in.
READING
Read the text and explain why referencing and citing your sources may
be an important stage in producing your thesis and can have a dramatic
impact on the quality of your work.
RESEARCH PROJECT: TIPS FOR WRITING
Brainstorming topics, collecting information, taking many notes,
looking for patterns and relationships and discussing ideas with your
supervisor can help shake up your thinking, and keep your momentum
going. Planning is a significant organizational moment. An outline can help
you stay on track as you write. Basic essay and paper structure, i.e.
introduction, theoretical and experimental part, and conclusion, is
applicable here.
At the rough draft stage you may find that you end up with a different
idea than the one you began with. If your hypothesis does not hold water,
be open to accept the change. A negative result is still a result. Reformulate
your hypothesis and state what caused the change.
The stage of refining and proofreading concerns the clarity, sensibility
and fulfillment of aims and requirements. While revising, read aloud some
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parts of your paper to delete all the possible drawbacks. It is advisable to
revise the paper twice. Studies show that your writing is still fresh in your
mind for 2‐3 days after finishing.
Here are some tips on the language used:
 Keep to the scientific language style and avoid the use of jargon.
 Prefer the active rather than the passive voice.
 Keep related ideas and information together, e.g., put clauses and
phrases as close as possible to the stem words.
 Simplify and break up long sentences and paragraphs.
 Edit out redundant words and phrases.
 Look carefully for typographical and grammatical mistakes, omitted
information, and errors in figures and tables.
 Avoid quotations word for word; try paraphrasing them in your own
words instead.
 Use clear segues; your essay should flow well.
 Use higher‐level verbs such as propose, evaluate, distinguish,
analyze, design, appraise, predict, construct, generate, etc.
As for technical requirements, remember to adjust the font, line
spacing, and margins in accordance with the rules set by your professor or
profession, and document your paper in order to avoid plagiarism.
Depending on the field of study, you will have to use different styles of
formatting such as MLA, APA, Chicago or Harvard style.
People normally use the terms bibliography and references
interchangeably because both appear at the end of a research article or
essay. However, bibliography section contains a list of additional readings
as a background study, while references comprises only the list of directly
cited sources. Bibliography is organized in alphabetical order while
reference list can be arranged in numeric order with respect to the
numbers in the text.
The elements to be included into a bibliography remain the same but
the format according to which the items are arranged varies as we have
mentioned above.
The students of Social Sciences disciplines prefer to use American
Psychological Association (APA) publication manual for formatting
bibliography: Last name of author(s), First Initial. (Date of publication),
“Title of the research paper/article”, Name of the Research Journal/
Magazine, (Volume number of Journal), (Issue Number, if any), inclusive
pages. Example: Shafiq, A. and Nasr, M. (2010). “Risk management practices
followed by the commercial banks in Pakistan”, International Review of
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Business Research Papers, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 308‒325. [“Risk Management:
A Tool for Enhancing Organizational Performance by Zahid Ali Channar et al.
Retrieved online on June 19, 2015 from URL: http://www.iobm.edu.pk/wp‐
content/uploads/2015/04/Zahid‐Ali‐Channar.pdf]
Majority of high school professors require from their students to style
bibliography according to Modern Language Association (MLA) format:
Last name of author(s), First name. “Title of the research paper/article.”
Name of the Research Journal/Magazine Volume number Date of
Publication: inclusive pages. Example: Shafiq, Afsheen. and Nasr, Mohamed.
“Risk management practices followed by the commercial banks in Pakistan.”
International Review of Business Research Papers Vol. 6 No. 2 July 2010:
pp. 308‒325.
University of Chicago developed a special format: Last name of first
Author, first name of first Author, and First and Last Names of second
Author (When there are two authors), “Title of the Article,” Journal Title
Volume number, Issue number (if any) (Year): Inclusive Page Number(s).
Example: Shafiq, Afsheen, and Mohamed Nasr, “Risk management practices
followed by the commercial banks in Pakistan.” International Review of
Business Research Papers 6, no. 2 (July 2010): 308‒325.
The formatting pattern adopted in Harvard is: Last name of author(s),
First name (Date of Publication) ‘Title of the research paper/article’, Name
of the Research Journal/Magazine, Volume number, Issue number (if any),
inclusive pages. Example: Shafiq, Afsheen & Nasr, Mohamed (2010) ‘Risk
management practices followed by the commercial banks in Pakistan’,
International Review of Business Research Papers, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 308‒325.
(From: http://www.sc.edu/our/doc/Proposaltipshints.pdf)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What do scholars do in order to develop a study promptly?
2. Why is planning important?
3. How many elements are there in the basic essay structure?
4. When do you have to reformulate your thesis?
5. What does proofreading involve?
6. How long can man keep information in mind? Why is it important
to know when you are doing research?
7. What are the key tips on the language used in a research paper?
8. How can you document your paper?
9. How many bibliography‐formatting systems can you name? How
different are they?
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PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents for the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) реорганизовать мышление
2) сохранить движущую силу или придать импульс исследованию
3) продолжать работать
4) черновик
5) выдерживать критику
6) на стадии детализации и корректуры
7) устранить все возможные недостатки
8) определяемые слова
9) упростить и разбить длинные предложения
10) удалить лишние фразы
11) опущенная информация
12) ошибки в графиках и таблицах
13) дословное цитирование
14) ясные и плавные переходы
15) выверить шрифт, междустрочный интервал и поля
16) использовать термины взаимозаменяемо
17) в алфавитном порядке
18) в порядке упоминания
B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Jargon
a) not necessary because something else means
the same thing
2) Quotation
b) a complete set of letters and numbers in one
size and style, used for printing
3) Margin
c) an idea or way of thinking that is not related
to real situations or practical experiences
4) Bibliography d) the space at the left or right side of a page
where words are not usually printed or written
5) Font
e) information that you discover or opinions
that you form after doing research
6) Drawback
f) smooth movement from one idea to another
7) Abstraction g) words and expressions used in a particular
profession or by a particular groups of people
which are difficult for other people to understand
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8) Findings
9) Redundant
10) Segue

h) a list of the books, articles etc that someone
has used for finding information for a piece of
work they have written
i) a feature of something that makes it less
useful than it could be
j) the list of directly cited sources
k) words from a book, play or film etc that
you mention when you are writing or
speaking

C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
references, confidence, information, spot, plagiarism, sources
Avoiding ………. is just one reason for citing our sources. Readers also
need to be able to follow up the ………. to check that we have used our sources
appropriately: that we have done justice to the author’s claim to intellectual
property and that we have drawn reasonable conclusions from the material.
For similar reasons the ………… is also useful to us, if we want to follow up on
our work in future, we will need to know where we got the material.
But perhaps even more important with our own self‐interest in mind,
extensive, thorough and detailed referencing also indicates that we have read
widely over a range of different types of ………… It always gives experts, peers,
investigators, examiners and reviewers the ………… to gain the recognition of
your scientific work, although this is no reason to inflate your references just
to impress them. They will quickly ………. a reference that does no real work.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Corporate governance and cash holdings in MENA:
Evidence from internal and external governance practices
Original Research Article

Basil Al‐Najjar, Ephraim Clark
Abstract
This paper explores the impact of internal and external corporate
governance practices on the decision to hold cash in MENA countries. Using
430 non‐financial firms in the MENA region for the period from 2000 to 2009,
we find that both types of governance practices are important. We report a
negative relationship between board size and cash holdings, evidence that
firms hold less cash to reduce agency conflicts. Also, we detect that external
governance activities are important in cash holding decisions, since we report
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that firms belonging to countries with international standards of securities
law and bank supervision hold less cash. For our sub‐sample of 85 firms, we
report evidence that institutional owners are seen to be self‐opportunistic
and that they aim to maximize their own private benefits.
Research in International Business and Finance
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Rookies to the stock market: A portrait of new shareholders
Original Research Article

Martin Abrahamson
Abstract
Although the average shareholder is aging and leaving the stock
market, this study shows there are signs of rejuvenation, with rookies
entering the stock market.
The study uses unique ownership data, containing investor holdings of
all listed Swedish firms over the sample period from 2004 to 2010, to
examine rookies’ stock portfolios.
Rookie characteristics display gender differences, in which the average
female rookie has lower income, is older, but holds a larger stock portfolio
than her male counterpart.
In addition, this study explores investor sophistication among rookies,
based on individual characteristics and portfolio composition.
This study examines individuals entering the stock market, “rookies.”
The results show that the majority of rookies hold under‐diversified
stock portfolios and choose one large firm as their first stock market
investment.
Research in International Business and Finance
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
find, appear to concentrate, examine, appear to moderate, is examined
Financial markets development, business cycles,
and bank risk in South America
Original Research Article

Chaiporn Vithessonthi, Jittima Tongurai
Abstract
In this paper, we _________ whether banking crises or business cycles
affect the influence of financial markets development on bank risk in a
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sample of 37 publicly listed commercial banks in seven South American
countries over a 22‐year period between 1991 and 2012. Banking crises in
this region offer a natural setting in which the impact of financial markets
development on bank risk _________. We ________ that financial markets
development improves banks’ capitalization ratio and reduces their
exposure to non‐traditional banking activities, suggesting that financial
markets development on average reduces bank risk. In addition, banking
crises and business cycles _________ the impact of financial markets
development on bank risk. In the aftermath of banking crises, banks ________
more on their core traditional banking activities.
Research in International Business and Finance
Follow‐up
Look at the following list of references and say which bibliography
formatting system the author followed. Name the elements of each
reference line.
1. Alpatov, V.M. 1980. Sistema ličnych mestoimenij 1‐go i 2‐go lica v
sovremennom japonskom jazyke. In Igor F. Vardul’ (ed.), 3–26. Moskva:
Nauka.
2. Anderson, Stephen R. 1977. On mechanisms by which languages become
ergative. In Charles N. Li (ed.), 317–363. Austin & London: University of
Texas Press.
3. Bloomfield, Leonard. 1933. Language. New York etc: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston.
4. Bolinger, Dwight L. 1978. Intonation across languages. In Joseph H. Green‐
berg (ed.), vol. 1, 471–524. 4 vols. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
5. Coulmas, Florian. 1980. Zur Personaldeixis im Japanischen. Papiere zur
Linguistik 23(2). 3–19.
6. Davies, John. 1981. Kobon (LDS 3). Amsterdam: North‐Holland.
7. de Condillac, Étienne Bonnot. 1746. Essai sur l’origine des connaissances
humaines. Paris.
8. Givón, Talmy. 1979b. Language typology in Africa: a critical review.
Journal of African Languages and Linguistics 1. 199–224.
9. Givón, Talmy. 1979c. On understanding grammar (Perspectives in
Neurolinguistics and Psycholinguistics). New York etc: Academic Press.
Compile a list of bibliography on the theme of your own research.
State which format you used and why you decided to follow this pattern.
Name the elements of each bibliography line.
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Unit 5
Unit 5 looks at the importance of abstracts in bringing to the surface the
quality of your research work and the extent of your achievements. You will
learn the reasons for writing a literature review that compliments your work.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Why is it necessary to use the review to lay a platform for your
research?
2. Do you know any simple methods for establishing the relevance of
articles?
3. How do you critically evaluate journal articles? Do you know how
to avoid reviews that are too large, time‐consuming and irrelevant?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the main criteria by which you can select what is relevant. The
literature review needs to be as comprehensive as possible on your
particular theme of research.
READING
Read the text and describe the structure of an abstract.
WRITING AN ABSTRACT FOR LITERATURE REVIEW
Before a researcher or an academic writer starts to become familiar
with how to write an abstract for literature review, one should first be
familiar with what exactly qualifies as a literature review. In fact, it is a
report that not only describes the works of others on any specific topic but
also evaluates, analyzes and summarizes scholarly literature on that topic.
Review of literature in educational research is used to ensure
credibility of the paper; it is an ultimate part of the research. Much depends
upon the summaries and analyses of scientific publications. So, in short it
can be well said that a review of literature offers a theoretical base to a
study. Properly chosen works enable the guidance counselor to determine
that the pupil is on the right track. The writer can lay down a robust
foundation to support his or her claim with the help of cited references.
Any scholar desperately needs information, some kind of background to
prove his claim. Then he turns to the previous studies in the field and
writes the so‐called abstract for each of them.
Abstract repeats the structure of any essay writing. The flow is the
same as in your research paper. Initiate with the introduction and talk about
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the problem or situation being studied, follow it with a description of the
research methods brought in to implementation during the data collection
& analysis phases, the results derived from the data analysis and, finally,
the conclusion eventually reached and your own evaluation of the results.
Here is a sample of how to write an abstract for a work on cloud
computing technologies:
Cloud Computing is a technology that brings many advantages with it
for businesses that adopt it. In times of this recession when companies are
resorting to either shutting down or coming up with ways to reduce their
operating expenditures, Cloud Computing offers Small & Medium Enterprises
numerous benefits and a lifeline to stay in business. To validate this
proposition, the author has studied 10 SMEs that switched over to a Cloud
Computing IT infrastructure in the last 12 months. The firms’ executives and
decision makers were interviewed in detail about their IT operations before
and after the implementation of Cloud Computing. The findings attained
from the respondents clearly indicated a sharp reduction in both operating &
capital expenses. This was evident by the lessening in the physical space
required for the hardware, diminution of the IT staff headcount to monitor
the systems, annulment of expenses incurred on software licensing and also
for data recovery & systems security. The study clearly indicates that Cloud
Computing is of immense importance to SMEs that wish to reduce their
running costs yet continue expanding their operations. The major drawback
in this publication is that the SMEs were chosen from the same but not from
various industries. In the latter case, the results would have been more valid.
An abstract usually consists of at least three main sections.
 Introduction: In the light of the work that has already been done, the
writer introduces his topic with special emphasis on the significance of the
study.
 Summary: Here the writer highlights methodology and the major
findings. It is advisable to enclose the name of the author along with the
date of publication.
 Conclusion: This portion briefly concludes the whole study and you
can comment on the findings and give your own assessment of the results.
Finally, here is a piece of advice on which works to choose for
literature review – focus on exemplary study regarding an issue under
scrutiny and authors of different views that can be compared as well as
those that can be contrasted, and be focused while collecting literature for
review.
(From: http://www.writeawriting.com/academic‐writing/abstract‐literature‐review/)
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COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. Why is literature review considered an ultimate part of a thesis?
2. What is the structure of an abstract like?
3. What types of works should you choose for analysis?
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents for the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) аннотация
2) гарантировать достоверность
3) основная часть исследования
4) научная литература по теме
5) научный руководитель
6) быть на правильном пути
7) дать ясные обоснования в поддержку своей гипотезы
8) цитируемый источники
9) порядок такой же, как и в диссертации
10) стадия сбора и анализа информации
11) для обоснования этого утверждения
12) данные, полученные от опрошенных лиц
13) сокращение численности персонала
14) упразднение расходов
15) делая акцент на важности исследования
16) придавая большее значение методам и выводам
17) исследования, достойные подражания
18) изучаемый вопрос
19) придерживаться темы во время отбора источников для анализа
B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Scholarly
a) reasonable and generally accepted
2) Credibility
b) excellent and providing a good example
for people to follow
3) Ultimate
c) strong and healthy, not likely to have
problems
4) Robust
d) careful examination of something or someone
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5) Scholar
6) Eventually
7) Exemplary
8) Scrutiny
9) Valid
10) Guidance

e) advice about what you should do or how
you should behave
f) the quality of deserving to be trusted
g) someone who has made a profound study of
a particular subject
h) deeply read, erudite, showing profound
knowledge of profession, etc
i) after a long time or after a lot of things
have happened
j) the list of directly cited sources
k) happening at the end of a process or
activity; final

C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
quotation, evidence, dissertation, references, sources
The dilemma we all face is how to describe and demonstrate our broad
understanding of the background of our research and the debates that
dominate our subject, while only using ………… that bear directly on the
specific issues raised by our research. We must check that every source
and every ………… we use adds something to our research and answers our
questions. So use just those ………... that relate to your dissertation and be
ruthless in only letting in what is centrally relevant. Your main purpose is
to create a coherent…………., in which everything is related and performs a
clear, well‐conceived role. For this you will need to have a clear idea of the
research question that you are researching and the sub‐questions that
define the sort of ………. you will need to find to settle it one way or the
other.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Does stock exchange consolidation improve market liquidity?
A study of stock exchange acquisition in Russia
Original Research Article

Tamara V. Teplova, Victoria A. Rodina
Abstract
The last couple of decades have witnessed significant institutional and
structural changes in financial sector within a worldwide trend toward
consolidation. In the segment of organized trading stock exchanges merge
and develop into large and diversified publicly traded companies. These
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processes are rather complicated in case of a transition economy like
Russia. In December 2011 MICEX, the first largest and state‐controlled
stock exchange acquired RTS, the second largest and privately owned stock
exchange primarily designed for foreign investors. We empirically
investigate whether the acquisition resulted in improved liquidity of the
Russian stock market which was one of the declared acquisition objectives.
We use the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and the Wilcoxon tests to compare
market‐wide liquidity in several discrete periods pre and post acquisition.
A deep and thorough insight into liquidity performance is ensured by
assessing liquidity from limit order book data of tick frequency along three
dimensions (tightness, immediacy, and elasticity).
Research in International Business and Finance
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Unconventional monetary policy and the spillovers
to emerging markets
Original Research Article

Peter Tillmann
Abstract
A key advantage is that the model accounts for the endogeneity and
forecastability of QE announcements.
Aims at quantifying these effects so far mostly use high‐frequency data
around announcement dates, panels or VAR models.
The results suggest that QE has significant effects on EME's financial
conditions and plays a sizable role in explaining capital inflows, equity
prices and exchange rates.
This paper proposes an alternative way to estimate the effects of QE
on emerging markets that allows us to include macroeconomic, i.e. low‐
frequency, data together with announcement dates.
The model uncovers the Fed's latent, unobservable propensity for QE
and generates impulse responses for EME variables to QE shocks.
Unconventional monetary policy such as Quantitative Easing (QE) is
often considered to have considerable spillover effects on emerging market
economies (EME).
A Qual VAR is estimated that integrates binary information of QE
announcements with an otherwise standard VAR, including US and
emerging market variables.
Journal of International Money and Finance
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F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
find, identify, has highlighted, is, interpret, are
Macro prudential governance and central banks:
Facts and drivers
Original Research Article

Donato Masciandaro, Alessio Volpicella
Abstract
The Great Crisis ___________ the importance of establishing macro
prudential architectures to address problems of financial stability. Central
banks _________ always part of macro prudential settings, but their role is far
from being homogeneous across countries, reflecting the fact that
according to economic theory there are pros and cons in extending central
bank influence to macro prudential supervision. The issue ___________ then
genuinely empirical: are there any meaningful drivers explaining the actual
choices made by policymakers about the central bank's role in macro
prudential governance?
We _________ three potential drivers – micro supervision involvement,
monetary policy discretion, overall institutional independence – and test
for their relevance, by analysing current institutional settings in 31
advanced and emerging market economies. We __________ that central
bankers already in charge of micro supervision and less politically
independent are more likely to get extended macro prudential powers; the
same is true, if they have low monetary policy discretion, being
constrained by a monetary stability objective. We __________ these results by
using a political economy perspective.
Journal of International Money and Finance
Follow‐up
Translate the phrases from English into Russian.
Introductory sentences
This study
(dissertation,
research,
paper)








aims to illuminate
examines the role of...
explores why...
investigates the effects of...
assesses the impact of...on...
developed and tested the idea that...
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The author …









investigated the role of...
outlined how...
introduced the concept of...
extended prior work on...
examined the relationship between...and...
identified ...
evaluated these...by...

Leading with research questions
 This study (dissertation, research) is motivated by two research
questions: …
 To examine these questions, the study…
 … is a fundamental question in ….
 The author suggests [argues] that a new generation of research in
this area needs to address the extended question of …
Leading with research hypotheses / aim and goals
This study
(dissertation,
research)...

 offers two hypotheses: …
 tested hypotheses regarding the relationship
between... and...
 has three goals: …
 indicates that...
 offers a descriptive account of...
 has shown that...
 has focused almost exclusively on...
 has built and tested a theoretical model linking...
 has developed a theory to explain how...
 has contributed to …
 has considered...

Components of research strategy / Major findings
The author
conducted...

 in‐depth case studies of … enterprises in… .
 a laboratory experiment and a field study to test our
hypotheses.
 an inductive study of...

Using...

 a sample of …, he collected data from three sources ….
 comparative case analysis, this research explored the
role of...
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To illustrate
these ideas,

… was used as a case study to show how...

The findings
from the
research...

 illustrate how...
 show that the impact of … on … is more complex than
previously thought/assumed.
 address a controversial belief among practitioners
that...
 illustrate the antecedents and consequences of … and
… in...
 suggest that the effect of … on … was moderated over
time when...
…

Contrary to
our
expectations
the author …
Conclusion
The findings...







provide support for the key arguments.
support the prediction that...
support the model of …
offer insights into...
prompt a re‐thinking of …

Read the article and write an abstract for it.
Risk Analysis in Theory and Practice
Few managers disagree with the idea that they should consider risk
when evaluating capital investments. Believing in this idea and carrying it
out are two different things. A major disagreement revolves around how
financial managers should assess risk and incorporate it into project
analysis.
A critical question facing the financial manager is: Which type of risk is
most appropriate when evaluating a capital budgeting project – single‐
project risk, company risk, or market risk? The answer to this question is:
“It depends.” Strong arguments exist for using each type of risk under
different situations. Current finance theory suggests that the required rate
of return should be adjusted only for risks that cannot be readily
diversified away by the shareholders. If the firm’s shareholders have well‐
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diversified portfolios, justification exists for using market risk. The
portfolios of many shareholders, however, may not meet the criterion of
full diversification. Market risk, as reflected in the project’s beta, is not
specific to the firm. Although managers can use a project’s beta with the
CAPM to find the required rate of return, estimating a project’s beta can be
very difficult. In practice, managers who consider risk differences most
often do so on a project‐by‐project basis, rather than on a group basis. That
is, they tend to focus on measuring single‐project risk.
Much research exists on how managers deal with risk in evaluating
capital investments. These studies have examined three major aspects of
risk: risk recognition, risk assessment, and risk adjustment. The results
suggest that most firms recognize risk, either formally or informally, but
risk assessment is often subjective. While sensitivity analysis is the most
popular way that managers assess risk on individual projects, personal
experience also plays an important role in risk assessment. Key risk
assessment factors include the dollar size of the project, the relationship
between the project’s returns and the returns on the firm’s other projects,
and the project’s payback period. In the risk‐adjustment category, the most
popular method is the risk‐adjusted discount rate method.
Research evidence suggests that adopting sophisticated risk analysis
techniques by business firms has lagged behind the theoretical literature.
Yet, practitioners are clearly changing their methodology and the theory–
practice gap is narrowing. Over time, more firms have moved from
informal to formal methods, but intuition and subjective judgment still play
a role in dealing with risk. Many firms rely on several methods when
evaluating the risk of capital budgeting projects.
There are several major explanations for the increased use of risk
analysis in capital budgeting. First, such techniques are becoming more
widely known and understood. Evidence suggests that formal education is
the primary source of learning about capital budgeting.
Second, economic uncertainties have made managers more aware of
the need to consider risk.
In practice, no single method of assessing or adjusting for risk in
capital budgeting is clearly superior to the others in all situations. All the
approaches for dealing with risk have advantages and disadvantages.
This may explain why many firms use one or more techniques of risk
analysis.
Write an abstract for your own research. Use the above clichés and
phrases.
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SECTION 2

Unit 1
In unit 1 you will learn about the most noticeable features of scientific
style. So you will go through each stage of the dissertation – style, sentences,
words, plagiarism and referencing – to cover all the uncertainties in order to
get your ideas down fluently, coherently, and in a way that engages readers
and holds their attention until the end.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Do you know how to develop your thinking and write your ideas
clearly and simply?
2. Why is it necessary to quote, edit quotations, weave them into your
own arguments? Do you need long quotations?
3. Do you know how to use the footnote and Harvard systems?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the sort of qualities a good researcher in the field of finance
should have. Do you think that finance could be an interesting career for
a qualified financier? Could there be any spin‐off career opportunities for
experienced financiers? Explain your ideas in a short summary.
READING
Read the text and comment on the most noticeable features of
scientific style.
SCIENTIFIC PROSE STYLE
Functional styles of language are types of texts that are distinguished
by the pragmatic aspect of the communication. There are five of them, one
of which is scientific prose style.
The purpose of science as a branch of human activity is to disclose the
phenomena of objective reality and find out the laws regulating them. The
language means used tend to be objective, precise, unemotional, devoid of
individuality.
The most noticeable feature of this style is the logical sequence of
utterances with clear indication of their interdependence, hence there are
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abundant connective elements, such as prepositions, conjunctions and
pronouns. The pronouns used in scientific texts usually have either
anaphoric or cataphoric reference (it means that they may have a cross‐
reference back to a preceding sentence or clause or to a further sentence or
clause).
The second important feature of the style is the use of terms specific to
each given branch of science. The goal of using special terms is to avoid
ambiguity. Clarity is demanded of the person writing in the fields of
science. When coining terms, scientists sometimes use metaphorical
projections. Metaphor is transference of meaning based on the similarity of
two notions. Metaphors are frequently exploited to make scientific
problems more understandable to the reader. Terms are mostly
monosemantic words. However, as terms can be exchanged between
various branches of science, polysemy may occur.
The core of any popular scientific text is absence of emotional
expressive connotations. However, emotiveness is not entirely excluded
from scientific prose: emotionally colored words (e.g. marvelous,
wonderful, brilliant) can be used in pronouncements and conclusions.
Greek and Latin words and forms are abundant in scientific prose
(datum‐data, formula‐formulae, etc). A Latinism is a word derived from the
Latin language. Remember that such words form singular and plural forms
in a different manner.
The so‐called learned words and higher‐level verbs can be identified
by a high degree of abstraction, for example, comprise, compile,
experimental, heterogeneous, meditation etc.
The next observable feature of the style of modern scientific prose is
the use of quotations, references and footnotes. They sometimes occupy as
much as half page. This is in full accord with the main requirements of the
style, where everything should be clear, thus explained and proved by
someone else’s words.
As for the sentence types, scientific prose is mainly characterized by
the use of the passive voice and complete (non‐elliptical) extended
complex and compound sentences. It should be mentioned, however, that
the overuse of such heavy constructions leads to obscureness. That is why
scholars are recommended to avoid them where possible.
Expressive narration is not prohibited in popular scientific prose.
Thus, rhetorical questions are notable for their specific stylistic loading.
Rhetorical question is put with the aim of attraction of the reader's
attention and for structuring the message. Constant appeal to the
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interlocutor is also seen in the use of hortatory sentences and pronouns
“you” and “your” instead of “one” (e.g. “You can judge about the validity of
the results if you have a close look at the data”). Owning to such
representation the reader gets the information in the accessible form.
(From: Gilman W. (1961) The Language of Science. Harcourt, Brace & World: INC. and
Galperin I.R. (2014) English Stylistics. Librokom: Moscow)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What is a functional style?
2. How does the general purpose of science correspond to the
language means used in scientific texts?
3. Why are connective elements abundant in scientific prose?
4. Are all the terms monosemantic? Why or why not?
5. Why do you think metaphor occurs in scientific texts?
6. How can you characterize the lexis of scientific prose?
7. How do scientists make their statements more reliable?
8. What grammar structures are scholars recommended to avoid? Why?
9. Are there any expressive elements in scientific prose style? Give
examples.
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents to the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) прагматический аспект коммуникации
2) раскрыть явления объективной реальности
3) ясное указание на их взаимозависимость
4) термины особые для каждой отдельной отрасли науки
5) основанные на схожести двух понятий
6) сделать научные проблемы понятными читателю
7) высокая степень абстракции
8) использование цитат, ссылок и сносок
9) в полном соответствии с основными требованиями
10) чрезмерное использование таких тяжелых конструкций
11) в целях привлечения внимания читателя
12) получать информацию в доступной форме
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B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Devoid
a) something that is not clear because it has
more than one possible meaning
2) Utterance
b) to consist of two or more things
3) Abundant
c) the process of moving someone or something
from one place, position, job etc to another
4) Ambiguity
d) to make a list, book, record etc using different
pieces of information
5) Transference e) lacking something, especially a good
quality
6) Connotation f) difficult to understand
7) Comprise
g) a quality or an additional idea that a word
makes you think of that is more than its basic
meaning
8) Compile
h) deeply read, erudite, showing profound
knowledge of profession, etc
9) Obscure
i) someone you are having a conversation with
10) Interlocutor j) something you say; a statement
k) plentiful; available or existing in large
quantities
C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
clarity, ideas, jargon, difficulty, style,
obscurity, way
The clarity of our ideas owes much to the ………… we use them. As we
communicate with others we give the ………... clearer shape and form.
Unfortunately, many of us are inducted into ways of expressing our ideas
that lead to …………, rather than clarity. One reason for academic obscurity
is the assumption that a simple …………is a sign of a simple mind, whereas
in fact it is the result of harder thinking and harder work. Much academic
writing lacks …………. Because it is insulated from everyday human reality
and the concrete details of ordinary speech by a plethora of passive verbs,
long generalized nouns and unnecessary …………. As Sir Peter Medawar
argues, if the text is hard to follow, then we’ll have great ………… finding out
what the author intends us to understand.
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D Translate the abstract into Russian.
The Effect of Changing the Listing Level on the Information
Environment of ADRs
Candice L. Deal
Abstract
This study investigates the impact of changing the listing level of
American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) on the information environment of
ADRs. Specifically I examine four main listing levels of ADRs and analyze
whether ADRs that change (upgrade/downgrade) their listing level have
greater/less analyst coverage, increased/decreased forecast accuracy, and
increased/decreased forecast dispersion. In addition, since analyst forecast
accuracy differs depending on ADRs’ home country legal institutions, this
study also investigates whether analyst forecast accuracy differs
depending on ADRs’ home country legal institutions. Specifically, I examine
whether the impact on information environment is different for ADRs from
countries with different legal systems and disclosure regulations. The SEC
has segmented ADRs into four listing levels which have different reporting
and regulatory requirements. The SEC and disclosure requirements vary
across the four ADR programs. Level II and Level III are exchange listed
ADRs, Level I is traded OTC, and Level IV private placement. ADRs that
trade in the U.S. market (exchange listed) have more stringent
requirements and must adhere to stronger enforcement of accounting
standards. Thus, their regulatory and hence quality of information
environment is higher. If ADRs that trade on Level II and Level III must
follow a more rigorous regulatory requirement, then do analysts and
investors in the U.S. markets adjust the pricing of securities to reflect this
difference in ADR listing levels? The sample consists of 448 ADR firms from
emerging and developed markets around the world that cross‐listed on U.S.
markets and eventually changed their listing level between 1999 and 2010.
I classify the firms based on their listing level which symbolizes the degree
of regulatory adherence. To proxy for the information environment, I
examine analyst forecast. I analyze the level of significant difference in
forecast accuracy, number of analyst forecast, and forecast dispersion
when ADRs change their listing level. I present empirical evidence
consistent with the hypotheses that an upgrade (downgrade) of ADR listing
level is associated with a decrease (increase) in analysts’ forecast error,
and number of analyst following. These results indicate that a change in the
information environment around U.S. cross‐listing is a combination of both
the bonding hypothesis effect and the ADR listing level effect.
International Journal of Financial Research
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E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Financial Statement and Competitiveness Analysis:
A Study on Tourism & Hospitality Industry in Bangladesh
Tanvir Mohammad Hayder Arif, Kazi Noor‐E‐Jannat,
S.M. Rakibul Anwar
Abstract
For research purpose financial information of five popular local hotel
of Cox’s Bazar, Hotel the Seagull, The Cox Today, The Ocean Paradise, The
Sayman and The long Beach hotel has been collected.
Here the analysis of the financial statement of the most standard hotel
has been made.
Because some popular capital budgeting techniques like Payback
period, Accounting Rate of Return and Net present value are used and
these techniques give a positive result in all case.
The core objective of this paper is to uplift the feasibility of hotel
industry of Cox’s Bazar of Bangladesh.
This research has shown the enlightening and profitable future of
hotel industry in Cox’s Bazar.
Financial statements of hotels of Cox’s Bazar are mainly used to
orchestrate this research.
Firstly, in the literature review, the importance of financial
performance analysis using different financial statement and uses of ratio
analysis has been shown.
Ratio analysis and trend analysis conducted to analyze the financial
position and feasibility of hotel industry.
Standard methods are used to collect information. Both primary and
secondary sources are used.
Here gradually hotel industry performing well compared to the
previous years.
The findings show the performance of the hotel industry over the last
five years.
International Journal of Financial Research
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
helps provide, examines, is used, aims, can be mitigated, is due to,
can be, refers, is composed
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The Role of Real Estate Derivatives in Hedging Real Estate:
An Empirical Analysis of the U.S. Commercial Market
Cem Berk
Abstract
Today, real estate today __________ as an important investment vehicle
owing to its many benefits, including diversification and ability to yield real
returns. Real estate prices _____________ volatile in the short run, and
therefore, investors need to hedge themselves to avoid negative returns.
This problem _____________ the systematic and unsystematic components of
real estate risk. Systematic risk _____________ to risk that applies to all similar
properties, while unsystematic risk refers to risk that applies only to the
property that needs to be hedged. The systematic component of real estate
risk ____________ by proper use of real estate derivatives, such as forwards,
futures, options and swaps. These are instruments whose underlying asset
is the index, which _____________ of real estate in the region with a similar
purpose as the property being hedged. This study___________ some of the
major benefits and difficulties of using real estate derivatives for hedging
real estate, using data from the U.S. commercial real estate market, such as
those from Ishares U.S. Real Estate Exchange Traded Fund, General Growth
Properties Inc., Simon Property Group Inc., The Macerich Company, and
Vornado Realty Trust. The daily data are from the period June 19, 2000 and
August 24, 2015, with 3,820 pieces of information for each variable. The
study___________ to investigate the statistical integration in the U.S.
commercial real estate market, using Johansen’s cointegration test. The
research_________ a better understanding of the real estate derivatives
market and has important implications for academicians, practitioners, and
policy makers.
International Journal of Financial Research
Follow‐up
Analyze the following piece of scientific prose. Speak about the
vocabulary used (terms, Latinisms, abstract words, any possible
metaphorical projections), the sentence structure and its grammar
peculiarities (the length of sentences, the voice, the connective devices),
and the use of references, citation and footnotes (if any).
The proposed project examines how the social and economic
integration of sub‐Saharan West African immigrants in Barcelona, Spain
affect their participation in transnational activities, or behaviors that
enable them to maintain social ties in their countries of origin. With the
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emergence of transnational migration studies, the focus of international
migration research has largely shifted from examining immigrant
integration in receiving nations to exploring their transnational
behaviors. However, the relationship between immigrant integration in
the receiving country and the types of transnational activities
immigrants pursue, as well as the degree of their involvement in these
activities has not been directly studied. Some migration scholars have
suggested that transnationalism is, in part, an adaptive strategy, a reaction
to the hostile reception and downward mobility that nonwhite immigrants
face in post‐industrial nations (Basch et al. 1994; Portes 1997, 1999;
Waters 1999; Faist 2000). Given the monetary and legal resources needed
to facilitate certain transnational activities, downward mobility in the
receiving society appears to limit the capacity of immigrants to engage in
these behaviors. The critical question of how immigrant integration affects
transnational behavior remains unanswered. The proposed project
addresses this issue by exploring how participation in transnational
behaviors varies across the different patterns of immigrant adaptation as
outlined by the framework of segmented assimilation (Portes and Zhou
1993; Zhou 1997). Segmented assimilation explains the individual and
contextual factors that account for the different patterns of immigrant
integration (Zhou 1997). If the extent to which immigrants participate in
transnational behaviors depends on the resources available to them
(Portes 1999; Levitt 2000; Kivisto 2001), then the transnational
activities of immigrants with increasing social and economic mobility in
the host country will be greater in range and frequency. Conversely, the
transnational activities of immigrants with declining mobility will be more
constricted. This project anticipates that West African immigrants having
legal immigration status and occupational mobility will demonstrate
greater transnational behaviors than those illegally residing in Spain and
employed in seasonal low‐wage employment.

Unit 2
Unit 2 looks at the common features of scientific prose style and publicist
style. You will learn how to interpret text messages, how to construct sound
arguments, use language consistently and deploy your evidence convincingly,
and how to convey your ideas simply and economically with a light effective
style to produce a memorable, thought‐provoking piece of work.
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Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Why do you think evidence has to be weighed and value judgements
taken about its strength? Can value judgements be avoided? Is everything
objective?
2. How should we use value judgements so that we don’t weaken our
arguments?
3. Do you know how to avoid the problems raised by subjectivity and
value judgements in our arguments and how we can assess the authorities
we use to support our arguments?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Do an Internet search for examples of abstracts and articles on the theme
of your research and list the sources.
READING
Read the text from and define the concepts of objectivity and
subjectivity.
PUBLICIST STYLE / NEWSPAPER STYLE
Publicist style was singled out as a separate type in the middle of the
th
18 century, as English newspaper writing dates from the 17th century.
One of the genres of publicist style is special‐topic news. They appear
in sections of the paper explicitly flagged for their subject matter, for
example, economics, finance, law.
There are two major features of the style – logical argumentation and
emotional appeal. It has features in common with the style of scientific
prose, on the one hand, and that of emotive prose, on the other. Its
coherent and logical syntactical structure, with an expanded system of
connectives and its careful paragraphing, and brevity of expression make it
similar to scientific prose. The early newspaper was principally a vehicle of
information. That is why newspaper texts serve the purpose of informing
and instructing the reader. Commentary as a regular future found its way
into the newspapers later.
Mass media are systematically biased. Rhetoric is the gist of mass
media discourse. Neorhetoric comprehension of media discourse includes
the concept of public conscience manipulation. From its very beginning in
Greece the rhetorical theory and practice understand the world as if it
were entirely in the power of its user. One of the arguments why the
language of mass media is always subjective lies in the fact that the
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journalist as a sole originating author of stories is extreme idealization.
News language is frequently recycled. A large proportion of news is talk
about talk.
As the primary function of mass media texts is to provide objective
information, there are some graphic means to make the information easily
perceivable. The ways are heading and leads, graphs, tables, pictures and
print types. The text is usually organized in a certain way – a number of
clearly cut paragraphs and adherent use of discourse markers to connect
ideas.
Persuasion is seen in such manipulations as expressive lexis and
grammar structures. Synonymy is common in publicist texts, expressive
derivational models are used, rhetoric questions, inversion and writers
often employ parallel constructions. The language of newspaper tends to
be quite figurative – metaphor, simile, epithet and other rhetoric devises
are commonly used.
To be precise and to share responsibility authors refer to historical
events, use proverbs, quote famous people, remind us of some political
slogans of the past. It is interesting to know that citation takes
approximately 50 % of newspaper text. It helps to document the message,
to state the fact. Loans from other languages, neologisms, use of terms are
representations of stylistic contamination. These words are used with the
purpose of making effect on the reader. There are also numerous ways of
indirect communication, for example allusions and ironical expressions.
Subjectivity of mass media texts can also be expressed through
lexemes expressing the author’s point of view (introductory phrases,
parenthesis, reflexive constructions, intensifiers, the comparative and
superlative degree of adjectives, modal verbs etc.)
On the other hand, objectivity is expressed through speech stamps,
elevated words and expressions, the use of passive constructions and
abstract lexis.
Teun Adrianus van Dijk, a scholar in the field of text linguistics, terms
the syntactic structure of publicist texts as news schemata.
The structure of news stories according to Van Dijk’s theory is the
following:
 Abstract (headline and lead)
 Attribution (Source (news agency, journalist’s byline), place, time)
 Story (actors, setting (time and place), action, follow‐up (consequences
and reaction), commentary (content, evaluation, expectations), background
(previous episodes, history).
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There can be a number of Events or Episodes in the story of a
newspaper article. Van Dijk’s schemata facilitates text analysis – you can
use the scheme as a plan for interpreting the text message.
(From: Galperin I.R. (2014) English Stylistics. Librokom: Moscow and Teun A. van Dijk
News Schemata http://www.discourses.org/OldArticles/News%20Schemata.pdf)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. When was publicist style distinguished?
2. What are the two key characteristics of the style?
3. What are the common features of publicist style and scientific
prose style?
4. What role does rhetoric play in newspaper discourse?
5. What features of newspaper texts emphasize the objective nature
of journalism?
6. What features underline subjectivity of informational representations?
7. How much space do citations take in a newspaper article? Why do
you think it is so?
8. How applicable can news schemata be when we analyze newspaper
texts?
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents to the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) выделить как отдельный тип
2) разделы газеты, однозначно отмеченные предметом
обсуждения
3) логичная аргументация и эмоциональный призыв
4) связная и логичная синтаксическая структура
5) краткость изложения
6) средство информации
7) систематически предвзятый
8) чрезвычайная идеализация
9) чтобы быть точным
10) оказать влияние на читателя
11) помогать анализировать текст
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B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Genre
2) Gist
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

a) reasonable and generally accepted
b) a change that makes something the opposite
of what it was before
Conscience
c) negative influence on somebody or something
Persuasion
d) the main idea or the most important point
of something that someone has written or said
Inversion
e) a statement that refers to something in an
indirect way
Neologism
f) source (news agency, journalist’s byline),
time, place
Contamination g) a particular style used in writing, art, etc,
which can be recognized by certain features
Allusion
h) a new word or expression or a word used
with a new meaning
Parenthesis i) the process of persuading someone to do or
believe something; a set of beliefs
Attribution
j) a word, phrase or sentence that is not
directly related to what you are writing
k) the part of your mind that tells you whether
what you are doing is morally right or wrong

C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
explanations, classification, universals, organization, concepts, structure,
research, patterns, experience
Most ………… goes from the general to the specific: from abstract to the
concrete. This is the way we develop our …………. of the world: the reverse
is the way we come to understand it. Most research questions in‐
volve…………, which we can easily take for granted, even though at the heart
of them lie the really interesting issues, questions and insights. Any at‐
tempt to map out the …………... of our ideas will almost always involve ana‐
lyzing the concepts we use to express them. Analyse any concept and you
will see a ………… appearing.
A concept is a general ………... of particular things. When we
conceptualise from our ………… we abstract the general concept or principle
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from the particular concrete experience. Underlying these concepts or
general classifications are …………, through which we group and organise
experience, and which allow us to see things in a particular way. The
philosopher Bertrand Russel explains: ‘Awareness of ………... is called
conceiving, and a universal of which we are aware is called a concept’.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Management Control and Takeover Premiums
Trevor W. Chamberlain,
Maxime Fabre
Abstract
This study examines the relationships between the management
control strength of target and acquiring firms, and takeover premiums. It
uses a scorecard system, which aggregates the scores of twelve variables
reflecting corporate governance quality and ownership structure
characteristics, to define management control strength. Using descriptive
statistics and regression analysis, a sample of eighty‐one North American
publicly traded companies that were in involved in M&A transactions
between 2010 and 2013 is examined. Acquirers were found to have paid
significantly higher premiums when at least half of the directors sitting on
target boards held multiple directorships. Additionally, when at least half
of the directors sitting on acquirers’ boards held multiple directorships,
acquirers paid significantly lower premiums. The study also found that
when an acquirer’s management control is strong and a target’s
management control is weak, the size of the premium is significantly lower
than the sample average. This could be explained by the acquirer’s greater
ability to negotiate deal premiums when its management control is strong
and by a lower perceived value of the target firm when target management
control is weak. When a target management control is strong and acquirer
management control is weak, and when both target and acquirer’s
management control is either strong or weak, the premiums paid are not
significantly different from the sample mean. These results provide the
first step towards developing an investment screening tool for companies
involved in M&A transactions.
International Journal
of Financial Research
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E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Wealth Effects and Macroeconomic Dynamics
Daniel Cooper, Karen Dynan
Abstract
Conventional wisdom suggests that fluctuations in household wealth
have driven major swings in economic activity both in the United States
and abroad.
However, there are also many unresolved issues regarding the
influence of household wealth on consumption.
There is an extensive existing literature on wealth effects that has
yielded some insights.
The effect of wealth on consumption is an issue of long‐standing
interest to economists.
We review the most important of these issues and argue that there is a
need for much more research in these areas as well as better data sources
for conducting such analysis.
This paper considers the so‐called consumption wealth effects.
For example, research has documented the relationship between
aggregate household wealth and aggregate consumption over time, and a
large number of household‐level studies suggest that wealth effects are
larger for households facing credit constraints.
Journal of Economic Surveys
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
suggest, are computed, has concluded, adds, communicate, are
considerably more mixed
Are Women Really More Risk‐Averse Than Men?
A Re‐Analysis of the Literature Using Expanded Methods
Julie A. Nelson
Abstract
While a substantial literature in economics and finance ___________ that
‘women are more risk averse than men’, this conclusion merits
investigation. After briefly clarifying the difference between making
generalizations about groups, on the one hand, and making valid inferences
from samples, on the other, this essay suggests improvements to how
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economists ____________ our research results. Supplementing findings of
statistical significance with quantitative measures of both substantive
difference (Cohen's d, a measure in common use in non‐Economics
literatures) and of substantive overlap (the Index of Similarity, newly
proposed here) ___________ important nuance to the discussion of sex
differences. These measures _____________ from the data on men, women and
risk used in 35 scholarly works from economics, finance and decision
science. The results_____________ and overlapping than would commonly be
inferred from the broad claims made in the literature, with standardized
differences in means mostly amounting to considerably less than one
standard deviation, and the degree of overlap between male and female
distributions generally exceeding 80%. In addition, studies that look at
contextual influences ___________ that these contribute importantly to
observations of differences both between and within the sexes.
Journal of Economic Surveys
Follow‐up
Analyze the following text according to Van Dijk’s News Schemata:
 Abstract (headline and lead)
 Attribution (Source (news agency, journalist’s byline), place, time)
 Story (actors, setting (time and place), action, follow‐up (consequences
and reaction), commentary (content, evaluation, expectations), background
(previous episodes, history).
Another sop for elderly Britons
Grey squirrels
The government is looking after the old, and younger people are
bearing the brunt of cuts. That’s wrong
Feb 16th 2013

Care for the elderly

“WE’RE all in this together,”
intoned George Osborne, soon to
be Britain’s chancellor of the
Current system
Reformed system
exchequer, in 2009. Fiscal
austerity would be grim, he
warned, but the pain would be
spread evenly. The catchphrase
went down so well that
Lowest 2nd
3rd
4th
Highest
Mr Osborne has repeated it in
*2012‒13 prices
other speeches. It has been
turned into a T‐shirt ‒ yours for £10 ($16) in the Conservative Party’s
online shop. But it is beginning to fray.
Spending by quintile 2015‒26, £bn*
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Britons below retirement age are indeed in it together. The working‐
age poor are being pinched by a cap on welfare payments. Wealthy parents
have been stripped of child benefit. University tuition fees have rocketed.
Everyone is paying more VAT. But austerity seems much less austere if you
are old. Pensioners, who fared notably well in the boom years, have been
coddled in the bust.
Whereas public‐sector salaries and benefits for working‐age people
are set to rise by a miserly 1% a year over the next few years, pensions
have been “triple‐locked”: they increase by average earnings, inflation
(currently 2.7%) or 2.5%, whichever is higher. Perks such as free bus
passes, free television licences and winter fuel payments have not been
touched (although Mr Osborne is daringly pondering whether to axe fuel
subsidies for Britons who have retired to sunny Spain).
This week another gift arrived. At present old people who need long‐
term care for conditions like dementia must pay for much of it. Some have
to sell their houses and run down their savings until they are left with
£23,250 ‒ at which point the state steps in. Jeremy Hunt, the health
secretary, finds this intolerable. On February 11th he announced that the
state will take over when people have paid £75,000 towards their own
care. And nobody will be forced to sell their house.
This should prove popular, and it would have been more popular if Mr
Hunt had been more generous. People hate the idea of being forced to sell
their homes. The threat of being wiped out by nursing costs is rising as
people live longer ‒ the number of Britons aged 85 and over will double
between 2010 and 2030 ‒ and as they become less tolerant of bog‐
standard care. But it is wrong both in principle and in practice.
Cash in the attic
When budgets are tight, welfare needs to contract to its core function
of guaranteeing a very basic standard of living for all. It should not be used
to prevent wealthy old people from having to sell their homes. People feel
there is something special about the family estate. But wealth is wealth,
whether it sits on a street or in a bank, and houses have been a terrific
generator of it over the past few decades. Why should taxpayers help those
who have done well out of the housing market to keep most of their
winnings? Far better to focus state spending on the impoverished young,
who can be turned into productive members of society.
As the rich world ages, people will have to work longer and bear more
of the cost of their care. Fitch, a ratings agency, has served notice to many
countries (including Britain) that an ageing population threatens their
credit rating. Britain has done some sensible things, creating a universal
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basic state pension, raising the retirement age and asking public‐sector
workers to contribute more. But others have been bolder. Italy and
Portugal have radically trimmed pensions. Sweden pioneered a system in
which pensions are linked to contributions.
The old are a powerful voter block, feared by politicians. But they
have enough experience of life to know that, in the end, the books must be
balanced.
From the print edition: Leaders
Choose an article from any mass media source. Analyze the
contents according to Van Dijk’s scheme.

Unit 3
In unit 3 you will learn about the importance of analysing terms to your
research. By analyzing terminology we reveal the subproblems and questions
which lie at the heart of our research.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Will your research break new ground?
2. Are there any practical difficulties involved that you need to
consider? Can the sources (documents, literature, people etc.) be easily
accessed?
3. Are there any ethical issues you need to deal with?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the financial and economic terms on the theme of your
research and explain their meanings.
READING
Read the text, comment on the main properties of terms and give
examples to illustrate these features.
THEORIES OF TERMINOLOGY – PAST AND PRESENT
While technologies were developing in the 18th and 19th centuries,
the proliferation of terms and their diversity alarmed scientists. In the 20th
century, engineers and technicians became involved. Rapid progress of
technology required agreement on which terms to employ. Terminology, as
we understand it today, first began to take shape in the 1930s.
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Three scholars are the intellectual fathers of terminological theory:
 Alfred Schlomann, the first one who considered the systematic
nature of special terms;
 E. Dresen, a Russian, a pioneer who underscored the importance of
standardization;
 J.E. Holmstrom, the English scholar from UNESCO, who was
instrumental in disseminating terminologies on an international scale.
Traditionally, a term is an autonomous monosemantic language unit.
Its meaning is independent from the context. Now there are new ideas
about what a term is, e.g., a certain degree of synonymy is accepted and
phraseology is added to the study of terminological units.
Terminological units differ from lexical units with respect to their
semantic and pragmatic dimensions. Terminological units are units of
special meaning and any lexical unit would have the potential of being a
terminological unit. Communication uses terminological units in the
function of representing knowledge and labelling the nodes of knowledge
corresponding to the concepts of special subjects. The aim of this type of
representation is to favor a common language in communication among
experts.
Special communication, marked for topic or domain, produced in
professional situations, uses a formal register. Scientific and technical
communication realized by special languages differs from the texts used in
general communication in three respects:
 semantically, they are concise, precise and not personalized;
 the lexicon has a predominant role, especially the quantitative and
qualitative properties of nominalizations;
 formally, texts are highly elaborated and, in some disciplines,
elements of other symbolic and semiotic systems are integrated into the
text.
In accord with the characteristics of special communication, the main
properties of terms are precision, emotional neutrality, stability, and
monosemic nature.
However, polysemy becomes frequent because scholars extend the
meaning of a previously existing word to name a new thing. In this way,
polysemy allows to increase the number of named concepts without
enlarging a lexicon or terminology.
A word can have several meanings in the standard register and more
meanings in one or several specialized fields. Terminology will only
consider the specialized meanings. In a general dictionary all the meanings
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of a word are included, while in a terminological dictionary only the
meanings related to the subject are included, omitting the rest.
Two terms are synonyms when their meanings are similar or the
same. Some authors make the difference between “synonyms” (exact
meaning) and “quasisynonyms” (approximate meaning).
Two terms with same or similar meaning, as in the case of polysemy, is
a fact contrary to the alleged precision of terms and may lead to ambiguity
in a specialized discourse.
Synonyms are generated in several ways:
 When research begins, it is necessary to name the new referents
(objects, ideas). It is possible that this task is being developed
simultaneously in different places, so a series of synonyms is generated.
 The standardization of terminologies leads to the revision of
nomenclatures, which forces the scientists to update the lists of names.
Therefore, for a duration of time, there will be dictionaries with the old
names and the new names to represent the same concepts.
 Sometimes a language is contaminated with unnecessary loans and
calques from other languages, which societies have an important
technological and cultural influence (currently American English).
Terms become completely meaningful when they are inserted in a text
with the purpose of establishing communication. The author of such a text
uses each term with a specific meaning, a sole meaning. There may be a
certain grade of imprecision, but a term in a context is thought much more
precise than a single word.
(From: Dagmar Sageder Terminology Today: A Science, an Art or a Practice? Some
Aspects on Terminology and Its Development.
http://www.phil.muni.cz/plonedata/wkaa/BSE/BSE %202010‐36‐1/BSE%202010‐36‐
1%20(123‐134)%20Sageder.pdf)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. When did terminology as a branch of science start to develop?
2. Who are the forefathers of the terminological theory? How
instrumental was each of them?
3. What are the main properties of a term?
4. How different are terminological units and lexical units?
5. What is the register of special communication?
6. How different are special and general texts?
7. What are the reasons for polysemy in specialized discourse?
8. How important is a context for understanding a term?
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PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents to the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) распространение терминов и их разнообразие
2) начать воплощаться
3) акцентировать важность стандартизации
4) помогать распространять что‐то
5) в отношении чего‐то
6) называть узловые точки знания
7) поддерживать общий язык общения
8) иметь главную роль
9) количественные и качественные свойства
10) факт противоречащий чему‐то
11) приводить к двусмысленности
12) обновить списки наименований
13) в течение определённого времени
14) засорять ненужными заимствованиями
15) определенная степень неточности
B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Proliferation a) something that is not clear because it has
more than one possible meaning
2) Dimension
b) the words and phrases used in a particular
science, business or profession
3) Node
c) the quality of being very exact, accurate or correct
4) Property
d) a word or expression with a particular meaning,
especially one that is used for a specific subject
or type of language
5) Precision
e) a word or phrase used for referring to something
6) Terminology f) the place where two parts of a structure meet
7) Dissemination g) a quality, characteristic or feature of something
8) Imprecision h) a sudden increase in the amount or number of
something
9) Term
i) the fact of being not clear or exact
10) Concept
j) the process of making something such as
information or knowledge available to a lot
of people
k) a part of a quality involved in, an aspect;
measurement
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C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
patterns, snapshot, uses, ways,
data, meaning
Many of the most significant breakthroughs in our understanding have
come about not because researchers have new or better…………., but
because of the quality of their thinking and the type of concepts they
create. You need the ability to analyse concepts and, out of them, create
new …………, through which you look at the world and organize your
information about it. The first step is to realise that words have more than
one …………, depending on the context and purpose for which they are used.
So, we are concerned about their actual and possible …………... If we were to
look up their meaning in a dictionary, we would find just somebody’s
picture of what they mean in a particular context, or a mere …………, a still
in the moving reel of images, which records how the concept has changed
and is still changing. Your task, therefore, in analysing a concept is to map
out all the different ………. in which it is used.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Risk‐on/Risk‐off: Financial market response to investor fear
Original Research Article

L.A. Smales
Abstract
This paper examines the relationship between changes in the level of
investor fear (measured by VIX) and financial market returns. We
document a statistically significant relationship, across asset classes,
consistent with a flight to quality as investor fear increases. As VIX increase
there is a decline in stock markets, bond yields, and high‐yielding
currencies (AUD and NZD), while the USD appreciates. Returns become
more sensitive to changes in the level of investor fear during the financial
crisis of 2008–09, when investor fear spikes sharply. Analysis of market
returns subsequent to periods of extreme levels of investor fear suggests
some predictive ability for future returns, and it is suggested that this may
be used to develop a profitable trading strategy. Taken together, the results
confirm that financial market returns are closely related to prevailing
levels of investor fear.
Finance Research Letters
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E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Bitcoin, gold and the dollar – A GARCH volatility analysis
Original Research Article

Anne Haubo Dyhrberg
Abstract
The asymmetric GARCH showed that bitcoin may be useful in risk
management and ideal for risk averse investors in anticipation of negative
shocks to the market.
This paper explores the financial asset capabilities of bitcoin using
GARCH models.
Overall bitcoin has a place on the financial markets and in portfolio
management as it can be classified as something in between gold and the
American dollar on a scale from pure medium of exchange advantages to
pure store of value advantages.
The initial model showed several similarities to gold and the dollar
indicating hedging capabilities and advantages as a medium of exchange.
Finance Research Letters
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
solve, are, adopt, model, suggest, propose
On the structural estimation of an optimal portfolio rule
Original Research Article

Pablo Castañeda, Benjamín Devoto
Abstract
We _____________ a structural approach to estimate the parameters of
the optimal asset allocation rule dictated by a standard dynamic portfolio
choice problem. In doing so, we____________ two novel approaches to
estimates the preference/incentive parameters of the model.
We ____________ the asset selection problem of a portfolio manager who
balances two investment motives; on the one hand, the desire to follow an
asset allocation in line with the risk‐return trade‐off of the client, and on
the other hand, the relative performance concerns that bear on the
shoulders of the portfolio manager, due to the compensation and/or
employment risk that he/she faces.
We ___________ the model analytically, and estimate its parameters using
NAV data from Chilean pension funds. Our results ____________ that portfolio
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decisions from our sample are heavily motivated by the relative
performance concerns they face. In particular, our point estimates suggest
that managers ___________ very reluctant to take almost any bet against the
asset allocation of their peers.
Finance Research Letters
Follow‐up
Read the text below and singe out as many terms or terminological
units as you can. State the reasons why you think these words are terms
or terminological units. Try to give definitions for them.
Multiple Regression Analysis. Stepwise multiple regression will be
used to ascertain the degree to which the integration of West African
immigrants in Barcelona explains variation in transnational behavior. The
order in which variables are entered into the regression model will depend
on the bivariate correlation between each variable and the dependent
variable, transnational behavior (Huck 2000). The other variables that will
be incorporated in the stepwise regression model are the type of social ties
existing in the home country, the length of residence in Spain, and
occupation demanding cross‐border movements. The type of social ties
immigrants have in the home country will be measured using a Likert‐type
scale representing a spectrum of ties, from immediate familial ties, to
business‐related connections, political ties, civic‐based associations, and
cultural linkages (Basch et al. 1994; Itzigsohn et al. 1999; Levitt 2001).
Length of residence in Spain is an interval variable. Occupations requiring
cross‐border movements will be represented as a dichotomous variable.
SPSS software will be used to perform the stepwise regression analysis.
Now study an article from your field of knowledge. Choose 10‒15
terms or terminological units. Explain their meanings and say what
properties make them terms.

Unit 4
Unit 4 looks at the terms that should be reflected in a glossary. More
complex ideas demand as their vehicle more complex, even abstruse,
language and a subtle use of words. There should be no unnecessary word or
phrase to obscure your meaning. Knowing what to leave out is as important
as knowing what to include in your glossary.
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Before you read

Discuss these questions.
1. Why does the readability of your work increase in proportion to the
unnecessary words you eliminate?
2. Do you get into the habit of asking yourself, ‘Does this term convey
my meaning exactly and is it correctly used in this context?’
3. Why is it difficult sometimes to find exactly the right word or term?
INTERNET RESEARCH
Go to https://www.elsevier.com/books‐and‐journals/content‐i to find
AudioSlides in the “Introducing AudioSlides” presentation and check out
some examples in the AudioSlides Gallery from your field of knowledge.
AudioSlides are short, webcast‐style presentations that are shown next to
online articles on ScienceDirect. This format gives authors the
opportunity to present their research in their own words, helping
readers understand quickly what a paper is about and determine its
relevance.
READING
Read the text and explain why a glossary is defined as ‘a list of words
representing the system’.
GLOSSARY – A COMPILATION GUIDE
A glossary is a list of specialized terms with definitions used for
terminology management. It refers to vocabulary of a specific “domain of
knowledge” and explains terms of a specific field of study to newcomers.
The word is derived from the Latin glossa (“foreign word” or “difficult
or obsolete word requiring explanation”). The first English use of the word
was recorded in 1380. There are some cognates of the word in modern
English such as “to gloss” – to interpret or to explain, “glossarial”
(pertaining to glosses or to a glossary), “glossarist” (a person who compiles
glossaries).
To contrast a glossary with a dictionary, it may help to look at the
Latin roots of “dictionary” as well. Dictio means “word,” and in Middle
Latin, a dictionarium was a collection of words and phrases focused on
translation from one language into another. Dictionary definitions are
generic; they include linguistic information, such as pronunciation guides
and parts of speech. Glossaries do not contain information about the word.
A glossary containing useful definitions can add value as it supports
the needs of heterogeneous groups. Students often use glossaries as handy,
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centralized study tools, because they quickly cover a wide range of
concepts with clear, concise, easy‐to‐consume definitions. Those who have
completed their vocational studies may have different amounts of domain
experience and need to fill in knowledge gaps. Glossaries are also
translation databases, which guarantee accuracy, improve quality and
provide a standardized translation of key terms.
A glossary is often located at the back of a professional guide or book,
and includes words and terminology specific to that issue. Glossaries may
include meanings of concepts and even use of metaphors and idioms
specific to the domain of knowledge. Glossaries are generally monolingual
but at times can be bilingual or even multilingual. Most typically, the list of
terms is arranged in alphabetical order. However, sometimes glossaries are
arranged in chronological order. That may be caused by the need to
reference the reader throughout the professional publication.
Terminology is a system, not a list of words. A glossary is a list of
words representing that system. That is the reason why glossaries are
intrinsically of cross‐referential nature.
A term can be a single word, but it also can be a noun cluster. Ideally,
each term has one meaning only. Nevertheless, as the language is a live
organism with its own imperfections, synonymy, polysemy and homonymy
are commonplace. Thus, the concept of “preference” is key to understand
how to compile a glossary. A preferred term is a term that is used in
preference to an equivalent term. The other alternative terms should also
be included with a cross‐reference to the preferred term. For example: DOS
box see command prompt.
Terms may include acronyms, initializations, names, titles, non‐
standard, made up words, such as product names, or very subject specific
terminology.
Glossaries include only a single definition of a glossary word, even if
the word has multiple meanings that you would find in a dictionary. For
example, if you are part of a technology company and you have the word
default in the glossary, you are most likely to have just this definition in
your glossary: a setting, option, etc., that a computer uses if you do not
choose a different one. You are less likely to include definitions like “a
failure to make a payment” or “failure to appear in court”.
In glossary compilation, you should also allow or disallow variants of a
term. For example, you might allow the singular form of a word, but
disallow the plural. You might allow a term to be capitalized, such as your
company name (Google), but disallow to use lower‐case (google). You
might allow the term footlocker, but disallow foot locker and foot‐locker.
You might allow the term check as a noun, but disallow it as a verb.
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A good definition is a short sentence that does not explain every detail.
Its real function is to give users enough of understanding – a context – to be
able to continue reading. The context within which the definition sits may
be of even greater importance than the definition itself. A typical glossary
entry may also include a corresponding translation into a foreign language.
When defining any shortened form, such as an abbreviation, acronym or
initialization always include the spell‐out. The best place for this is
immediately after the term, in parentheses.
(From: http://www.innovateus.net/innopedia/what‐does‐glossary‐contain)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What is terminology management and how helpful a glossary may
be in this context?
2. Where does the word “glossary” come from? What are the cognates
of the word?
3. What is the difference between a glossary and a dictionary? Can
etymological meanings of the two words help us understand the
difference?
4. What are the four groups of glossary users? How can glossaries
assist them in eliminating confusion?
5. How different can glossaries be?
6. Why is a glossary naturally systematic?
7. What peculiarities of terms should be reflected in a glossary?
8. How is the idea of singularity expressed in semantics, grammar,
spelling and pragmatics of a glossary entry?
9. How important is the context of the word in a glossary?
10. What are the usual elements of a glossary entry for a term / a
terminological unit / an abbreviation / a proper name related to
the field?
11. What piece of advice on how to compile a glossary did you find the
most useful?
PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents to the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) родственное слово
2) универсальное определение
3) повысить ценность
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

разнородные группы
осветить широкий спектр понятий
закончить профессиональное обучение
восполнить пробелы в знаниях
характерный для сферы знаний
дать ссылку читателю
живой организм со своими недостатками
составление глоссария
включить расшифровку

B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Obsolete
a) relating to or suitable for a range or class
of similar things
2) Domain
b) useful
3) Cognate
c) the quality of being correct or true
4) Generic
d) a word or expression with a particular meaning,
especially one that is used for a specific subject
or type of language
5) Heterogeneous e) expressed using only a few words, but in a way
that is easy to understand
6) Handy
f) a word in one language that has the same origin
as a word in another language
7) Concise
g) relating to the essential qualities or features of
something or someone
8) Accuracy
h) no longer used because of being replaced by
something newer and more effective
9) Intrinsic
i) a group of things of the same kind that are very
close together
10) Cluster
j) an area of knowledge, activity or interest,
especially one that a particular person,
organization etc deals with
k) consisting of many different types of
things or people
C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
sentence, words, clarity, style, ideas, meaning
Once you have thought your …………. through, your major concern
thereafter should be to express them clearly, concisely, with an economical
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use of words. Each component of a ………. should have a reason for being
there: it should have a clearly defined function. There should be no wasted
effort: no unnecessary word or phrase that obscures the ……… of the
sentence. Otherwise the ……… of your thought will be lost, leaving the
reader wondering what it all means. The philosopher A.N. Whitehead
described ……… as the ultimate morality of the mind. In other words, the
mind should adjudicate rigorously on our use of ……... and our choice of
phrases.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
The Distribution of the Burden of US Health Care Financing
Patricia Ketsche, E. Kathleen Adams, Sally Wallace,
Viji Kannan, Harini Kannan
Abstract
The complex financing system that supports health care spending in
the US makes estimation of the incidence of financing both daunting and
important. A significant portion of financing is embedded in the tax system
at all levels of government, while tax expenditures that subsidize private
purchases implicitly transfer a large share of financing from private to
public revenue sources. We compute and describe the final incidence of
financing health care by major component and in total. We use the
Kakwani measure of progressivity and find the overall incidence of US
health care financing to be regressive although less so than in earlier years.
This change is due in part to an increased federal role. We provide detail as
to our methods and assumptions for benchmarking and assessment of the
equity implications of financing health care in the future.
International Journal of Financial Research
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
The Return of the Monday Effect in European Currency Markets:
An Empirical Analysis of the Impact of the Economic Crisis on
Market Efficiency
Research Article

Peter J. Bush, John E. Stephens
Abstract
The currency pairs are tested in 1999–2004 as the first time period,
again in 2005–2009 as the second time period, and then finally in 2010–
2012 as the final time period, which represents the period impacted by the
economic crisis.
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This leads the authors to postulate that the economic crisis resulting
from the mortgage meltdown has had a statistically verifiable effect on
currency markets throughout the world.
This paper examines the relationship of multiple currencies, coupled
with the Euro, to examine if there is evidence of the return of the Monday
effect as a result of the recent global economic crisis.
It is the authors' contention that the economic crisis that occurred
after 2008 had a significant impact in the currency markets and that the
Monday effect has become more pronounced because of a weakening of
market efficiency.
Each currency pair, which consists of the US dollar, Japanese yen,
Great British pound, Canadian dollar, and Australian dollar, is compared
with the Euro to find evidence to support the presence of the Monday
effect.
This Monday effect was not evident in either the 1999–2004 or the
2005–2009 periods, according to our analysis.
The results provide evidence that in the 2010–2012 period three
currency pairs exhibit a statistically significant Monday effect.
International Journal of Finance & Economics
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
reduces, shows, explores, is, hold, investigates, increases
Impact of Domestic Investor Protection on Foreign Investment
Decisions: Evidence from Bond Markets
Research Article

Elina Pradkhan
Abstract
This study____________ the relationship between domestic creditor
protection and foreign investment decisions in bond markets. It also
_____________ how the difference between domestic and foreign creditor
protections affects the foreign investment.
The impact of domestic
creditor protection on cross‐border investment in bonds____________
twofold.
A high level of domestic creditor protection ___________
international diversification. At the same time, an efficient protection of
creditor rights at home____________ the sensitivity of foreign investment to
foreign creditor protection. These results ___________ most strongly for
investing countries with high levels of domestic creditor protection. In
addition, this study ___________ that the difference between domestic and
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foreign creditor protections matters for investment decisions: if domestic
creditor protection is more efficient than foreign creditor protection, the
sensitivity of foreign investment to foreign (domestic) creditor protection
decreases (increases).
International Journal of Finance & Economics
Follow‐up
Below you see some terms from the sphere of economics and
finance. Give definitions and translations to the terms, think of contexts
for them.
accounting cost
annuity
bank run
depression
fiat money
holding company
option
seasonal unemployment
VAT
yield
Compile a glossary on the theme of your research. Include the
columns as in the example below:
Term/terminological unit

definition

translation

context

Unit 5
In unit 5 you will learn how to translate and declutter your sentences so
that original texts and important words stand out clearly; how to ensure
your translation is concise and free of ambiguity; and how to master your
translation techniques.
Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1. Does your research strategy ensure that you get the best possible
results?
2. Have you learned about how creative you can be to capture and
develop your own ideas; how to analyse concepts and terms so you see
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things more clearly; and how well you can write, that you have a voice of
your own?
3. Does research work give you the opportunity to do genuine
thinking and not just recycle the received opinions of those you regard as
authorities?
INTERNET RESEARCH
Search for the articles on the theme of your research and prepare a
reference list. Select the relevant literature and write a review.
READING
Read the text and explain why equivalence is the key concept in
translation from English into Russian.
KINDS OF TRANSLATION, PRINCIPLES AND DIFFICULTIES
Translation is not merely substitution and replacement of linguistic
items, instead, it is a complex and challenging job, which demands
principles of analysis, transferring and restructuring.
Words in isolation have different referential and connotative meanings
but when they are used in some context, they give contextual meaning.
That is why dictionaries are not always reliable.
Form is style and style is form. The ordering of words and ideas in a
translation should match the original as closely as possible. But for better
communication/comprehension, differences in language structure often
require changes in the form and order of words. Languages like Arabic and
English often differ greatly in their levels of formality in a given context. To
resolve these differences, a translator must distinguish between
formal/informal, fixed expressions and personal expressions.
The most common criticism of translation is that it does not sound
natural in the target language. This is because the translator’s thoughts and
choice of words are shaped by the original text. A balanced approach is
needed, i.e. remaining faithful to the original text and realizing
communication and receptor’s difficulties of comprehension.
There are three essential stages of translation:
 Forming thoughts in source language.
 Finding some suitable expression (with regard to context/register).
 Recreating the text in another language (target language).
Equivalence is the key concept in translating. A classic example of
equivalent translation is the reaction of an amateur who accidentally hits
his finger with a hammer. If he were French, his cry of pain would be ‘Aie!’
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If he were English, this would be ‘ouch!’ However, as languages are
different, it is hard to find an equivalent to each word or grammar
structure.
Borrowing is the simplest and void of style method of translating to
overcome some metalinguistic problems. For example, if a translator is to
translate the word ‘basant’ into English that definitely has no exact
equivalent in English, as a resort, he has to borrow the word.
A calque is a peculiar kind of borrowing, as in this case you translate
literally each element of a word combination or each element of a word’s
morphological structure: working capital – оборотный капитал, separate
entity – самостоятельная единица, tradable instrument – финансовый
инструмент, brain drain – утечка мозгов.
Transposition involves replacing one word class (source languge) with
another (target language) but without changing the meaning of the
message. This procedure focuses simply on replacement: preferred
ordinary shares ‒ обыкновенные акции с фиксированным доходом, capital
accumulation – накопление капитала, а не капитальное накопление.
Modulation is a variation of the form. This procedure involves
subjectivity: cap and trade scheme ‒ политика ограничения вредных вы‐
бросов с помощью продажи квот.
All the procedures of translating given above may be applied either at
the level of lexis or syntactic structure. Thus, the absence of Gerund in the
Russian language causes modulation of syntactic structure: The higher the
risk of your investment not being paid, the more you will want it to pay back
in return on investment. Чем выше риск окупаемости капиталовло‐
жения, тем больше желание компенсировать потраченные средства
за счет полученной прибыли.
Absence of dual attributive nomination in the Russian language may
be the reason to use modulation with subsequent semantic contraction:
true and fair view – достоверное отражение (результатов финансовой
деятельности организации), just and equitable treatment – справедливое
отношение.
(From: http://prr.hec.gov.pk/chapters/250S‐3.pdf)

COMPREHENSION
Read the text again and answer the questions:
1. How many methods are there to overcome metalinguistic
problems?
2. How different is a borrowing from a calque?
3. Why is translation a complex procedure?
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Why are form and register important points for consideration?
What is the most frequent criticism a translation may face?
Which rules are you to follow to make the message clear?
What are the three essential stages of translation?

PRACTICE FILE
Vocabulary
A Find the English equivalents to the following words and word
combinations in the text above.
1) замена языковых единиц
2) сложная работа
3) принципы анализа, перемещения и реструктуризации
4) отдельные слова
5) соответствовать оригиналу
6) звучать естественно
7) переводящий язык
8) язык перевода
9) воссоздать текст
10) самый простой и стилистически нейтральный метод перевода
11) заимствовать слово
12) калька
13) переводить дословно
B Match these words (1‒10) with their meanings (a‒k). One letter
is an extra one.
1) Equivalence a) to use a system, method or idea in a different
situation from the one you used it
2) Amateur
b) an oral (spoken) examination taken at the end
of a university course
3) Void
c) when someone or something is replaced by
someone or something else
4) Examine
d) to change something, especially in order to
achieve a particular effect
5) Transpose
e) the process of becoming smaller or narrower;
a shorter form of a word or words
6) Modulate
f) someone doing research under the direction of
a supervisor (AmE advisor), or a full‐time
research worker, or a university teacher
7) Viva
g) relating to the essential qualities or features of
(viva voce)
something or someone
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8) Contraction

h) the condition of two things having the same
importance, value, meaning or size
9) Substitution i) someone who does an activity just for pleasure,
not as their job
10) Researcher j) to conduct an oral examination; in a written
examination to set and mark the papers
k) a situation in which something important that
is usually present is no longer there; a large
empty space (area)
C Use these words from the box to complete the sentences.
argument, cliché, writing, word, clichés, idea, jargon
We all know how difficult it is sometimes to find exactly the right
………... So, instead, we reach for convenient …………: it’s near enough and
we’ve heard it used often in our subject. However, if it’s not right, don’t use
it. It will edge you still further from what you want to say and it might send
your ………… in a direction you don’t want to go.
If you force yourself to search for exactly the right word, you are less
likely to fall back on the familiar, reassuring, although empty, ………… Like
jargon, clichés are often a sign that you haven’t pinned your …………… down
accurately, or that you haven’t searched thoroughly for the exact word that
will carry it perfectly. And yet, as most of us know, it’s not always easy to
avoid ………… Like everything else in your …………, if you use a cliché, mean
to do it: have a clear reason, a purpose, for doing so.
D Translate the abstract into Russian.
Pricing and hedging of derivatives in contagious markets
Original Research Article

Thomas Kokholm
Abstract
It is well documented that stock markets are contagious. A negative
shock to one market increases the probability of adverse shocks to other
markets. We model this contagion effect by including mutually exciting
jump processes in the dynamics of the indexes’ log‐returns. On top of this
we add a stochastic volatility component to the dynamics. It is important to
take the contagion effect into account if derivatives written on a basket of
assets are to be priced or hedged. Due to the affine model specification the
joint characteristic function of the log‐returns is known analytically, and
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for two specifications we detail how the model can be calibrated efficiently
to option prices. In total we calibrate over an extended period of time the
specifications to options data on four US stock indexes, and show how the
models achieve satisfactory pricing errors. We study the effect of contagion
on multi‐asset derivatives prices and show how for certain derivatives the
impact is heavy. Moreover, we derive hedge ratios for European put and
call options and perform a numerical experiment, which illustrates the
impact of contagious jumps on option prices and hedge ratios. Mutually
exciting processes have been analyzed for multivariate intensity modeling
for the purpose of credit derivatives pricing, but have not been used for
pricing/hedging options on equity indexes.
Journal of Banking & Finance
E Read these sentences and put them in the correct order.
Shadow economies at times of banking crises: Empirics and
theory
Original Research Article

Emilio Colombo, Luisanna Onnis, Patrizio Tirelli
Abstract
In line with the empirical literature on the shadow economy, we
assume that in the informal sector access to external finance is limited, and
the production technology is relatively more labour intensive.
Our empirical analysis, based on a large sample of countries, suggests
that the informal sector is a powerful buffer, which expands at times of
banking crises and absorbs a large proportion of the fall in official output.
Following a banking shock in the official sector, the model predicts a
large negative transmission to the unofficial economy that substantially
dampens the overall effect of the shock.
This paper investigates the response of the shadow economy to
banking crises.
To rationalise our evidence, we build a dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium model which accounts for financial and labour market frictions
and for nominal rigidities.
Journal of Banking & Finance
F Use these words from the box to complete the abstract.
explore, go on, show, examine, have an influence, find, suggest,
appears to have
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Early influences on saving behaviour: Analysis of British
panel data
Original Research Article

Sarah Brown, Karl Taylor
Abstract
Using data from the British Household Panel Survey and
Understanding Society, we ____________ the saving behaviour of individuals
over time. Initially, we ___________ the determinants of the saving behaviour
of children aged 11–15. Our findings ___________ that parental allowances/
pocket money (earnings from part‐time work) lower (increase) the
probability that a child saves. There is also evidence that the financial
expectations of the head of household ___________ on their offspring’s saving
behaviour, where children of optimistic parents have a lower probability of
saving by approximately 2 percentage points. However, there is no
evidence of an intergenerational correlation in savings behaviour: the
saving behaviour of parents ___________ no bearing on the saving decisions of
their offspring. We then ___________ to explore the implications of the saving
behaviour of children for their savings decisions in later life, specifically
when observed in early adulthood. We ___________ that having saved as a
child has a large positive influence both on the probability of saving on a
monthly basis and on the amount saved as an adult. This finding is robust
to alternative empirical strategies including IV analysis where the most
conservative estimates _____________ that having saved as a child increases
the probability of saving during adulthood by 12 percentage points.
Journal of Banking & Finance
Follow‐up
Choose a paragraph from the text and try to translate it from
English into Russian. Follow the advice given in the article. Then
compare your translation with the variant given below the English text.
JUDGING by the lack of economic news in Russia’s media, a crisis has
arrived. Just as in Soviet days, state television does not report facts, it
conceals them. The official picture is dominated by the war in Ukraine
(fuelled by America), Ukraine’s economic collapse (ignored by America)
and Russia’s achievements in sport, ballet and other spheres (envied by
America). But whereas television does not mention the economy, ordinary
Russians have been busily changing roubles into dollars, buying anything
that has not gone up in price and making contingency plans.
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In the first two weeks of the year, when Russia was on holiday, the
rouble fell by 17.5% against the dollar. Inflation is up into double figures.
The price of oil, Russia’s main export, has slid below $50 a barrel,
prompting economists to revise their forecasts down. GDP is now expected
to contract by between 3% and 5% this year. Russia’s credit rating is
moving inexorably towards junk.
The government’s Zen‐like calm betrays a lack of strategy. Russia’s
president, Vladimir Putin, is shown on television receiving positive reports
from regional governors. Yet the fall in oil prices to below $50 a barrel will
cost the state budget, which was calculated on the basis of $100 a barrel, 3
trillion roubles ($45 billion), or 20% of planned revenues, according to
Anton Siluanov, the finance minister. He was already planning to lop 10%
off the budget, but may now have to cut further. Even if pensions and
salaries are raised by 5%, double‐digit inflation means that real incomes
will decline for the first time since Mr Putin came to power in 2000.
The Kremlin hopes to ride out the crisis, as it did in 2008‐09 when
GDP contracted by 7.5%. Then the government was able to stimulate
demand by increasing public spending and saving indebted firms. It no
longer has that option. Russia’s reserves are lower than they were four
years ago and may last only for a year and a half, at best. Worse, the
government has lost credibility. An increase in interest rates to 17% in
December was intended to defend the rouble, but it has not worked.
Russians have lost faith in the currency and are starting to withdraw
deposits, argues Natalia Orlova, chief economist at Alfa Bank.
The rouble’s fall would have been even greater had it not been for the
Kremlin telling exporters to sell foreign‐currency revenues while also
warning large firms not to buy. Yet whatever liquidity the Central Bank
supplies to Russian banks, the money finds its way into the foreign‐
currency market, putting more pressure on the rouble. Any injection of
liquidity may thus end up not stimulating domestic demand but merely
increasing capital outflows. The only way to support the rouble is to limit
the provision of liquidity to banks; but that in turn would put banks under
pressure. German Gref, the head of Sberbank, Russia’s largest state bank, is
reportedly warning that a currency crisis could become a “massive”
banking crisis.
Faced with capital outflows and falling oil prices, lack of access to
foreign markets and its own demographic problems, Russia is unlikely to
come out of this crisis fast. Its hope that devaluation would spur import
substitution, as after the 1998 default, and so drive growth is unrealistic. At
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the time Russia was substituting basic goods that could be produced on
spare, outdated equipment left behind by the Soviet economy. The things
that Russia imports today cannot rapidly be replaced domestically. That
would demand investment which few are willing to risk.
Alexei Kudrin, a former finance minister, and Evsey Gurvich, an
economist, argue that Russia’s economy cannot be repaired by monetary or
fiscal measures. Even weak institutions are a secondary issue. At the heart
of Russia’s malaise is the weakening of market forces and suppression of
competition, which means there is no longer much of a market economy.
The expansion of the state means that, although Russia no longer has
Gosplan, its economy is dominated by state or quasi‐state firms whose
revenues depend not on their economic efficiency but on political contacts.
Skewed incentives as well as corruption and a lack of property rights have
forced the most efficient companies out of the market, strengthening the
position of parasitic and badly managed state firms. Falling oil prices have
revealed these defects, not caused them.
As Mr Kudrin and Mr Gurvich explain, Russia’s exceptional growth
between 1998 and 2008 was essentially imported: it was down to easy
money, brought about by rising oil prices and cheap credit. This fuelled
consumption that was satisfied by imports and an increase in domestic
output. The government was busy redistributing rents rather than
restructuring or modernising the economy. Private firms and the Kremlin
opted for quick profits rather than long‐term investments. Even in 2009
the government’s goal was to minimise the political fallout of the financial
crisis, rather than to make the economy more competitive.
Russia’s only way out now is to restructure the economy in order to
restore the role of markets. Twenty‐five years ago this transition was made
possible by the collapse of the Soviet Union and change in the Kremlin. In
an implicit message to Mr Putin, Mr Kudrin argues that it could now be
managed under this presidency, but with a different government. Mr Putin
is unconvinced. Even as he ponders his options, the economy continues to
slide, whatever the television may not say.
Экономика России на грани
(The Economist, Великобритания)
На восстановление российской экономики потребуется много
времени. Ей крайне необходимы структурные реформы, которые
вряд ли будут проведены в ближайшем будущем
Судя по отсутствию новостей экономики в российских СМИ,
кризис уже наступил. Как и в советские времена, государственное
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телевидение не сообщает факты, оно их скрывает. Новостные
репортажи официальных СМИ посвящены в основном войне на
Украине (которую разжигает Америка), украинскому экономичес‐
кому кризису (который Америка игнорирует) и достижениям россиян
в спорте, балете и других областях (которым Америка завидует).
Однако в то время как официальное телевидение старательно
избегает темы экономики, обычные россияне в спешке обменивают
рубли на доллары, скупают все, что еще не выросло в цене, и
разрабатывают планы действий на случай чрезвычайных ситуаций.
За первые две недели нового года, пока вся Россия отдыхала, курс
рубля по отношению к доллару упал на 17,5%. Уровень инфляции
достиг двузначных показателей. Цена на нефть, которая является
главной статьей российского экспорта, опустилась ниже отметки в 50
долларов за баррель, что заставило экономистов в очередной раз
понизить свои прогнозы. В 2015 году, по разным оценкам, ВВП России
сократится на 3‒5%. А кредитный рейтинг России уже достиг
мусорного уровня.
Между тем, абсолютное спокойствие правительства России
выдает полное отсутствие какой‐либо стратегии. Президент России
Владимир Путин регулярно совещается с представителями регио‐
нальных властей, которые докладывают ему о своих успехах и
достижениях. Тем не менее, падение цены на нефть ниже 50 долларов
за баррель дорого обойдется российскому бюджету, который был
сделан из расчета 100 долларов за баррель, 3 триллионов рублей
(45 миллиардов долларов), или 20% планируемых доходов, как
сказал министр финансов России Антон Силуанов. Он уже был готов к
тому, чтобы урезать бюджет на 10%, однако теперь ему придется
урезать его еще больше. Даже если пенсии и зарплаты в стране
вырастут на 5%, такой уровень инфляции будет означать, что
впервые с момента прихода г‐на Путина к власти в 2000 году
реальные доходы россиян понизятся.
Кремль надеется преодолеть кризис, как он это сделал в 2008‐
2009 годах, когда ВВП страны сократился на 7,5%. Тогда прави‐
тельству удалось простимулировать спрос, увеличив государствен‐
ные расходы и оказав помощь компаниям, имеющим долги. Сегодня у
правительства уже нет такой возможности. Сегодня Россия обладает
гораздо более скромными резервами, чем четыре года назад, и этих
резервов ей хватит в лучшем случае на полтора года. Кроме того,
правительство постепенно теряет свой авторитет. Увеличение про‐
центной ставки до 17% в декабре должно было поддержать рубль,
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однако эта мера не сработала. Россияне больше не верят рублю,
поэтому они начали изымать вклады, как утверждает Наталия
Орлова, ведущий экономист Альфа‐Банка.
Падение курса рубля было бы еще более стремительным, если бы
Кремль не обязал российских экспортеров продать часть их
валютной выручки и не помешал бы крупным компаниям ее купить.
Тем не менее, несмотря на все меры, предпринятые Центробанком
по поддержке российских банков, деньги продолжают утекать на
валютный рынок, усугубляя положение рубля. Любая инъекция
ликвидности может обернуться не стимулированием внутреннего
спроса, а усилением оттока капитала. Единственный способ
поддержать рубль ‒ ограничить предоставление ликвидности
банкам, однако это поставит под угрозу банки. По слухам, глава
Сбербанка, крупнейшего российского банка, Герман Греф предупреж‐
дает, что валютный кризис может перерасти в масштабный банков‐
ский кризис.
Столкнувшись с утечкой капитала, падением цен на нефть,
отсутствием доступа к иностранным рынкам и демографическими
проблемами, Россия вряд ли сможет быстро преодолеть текущий
кризис. Ее надежды на то, что девальвация подстегнет процесс
замещения импорта, как это случилось после дефолта 1998 года, и
экономический рост, несбыточны. В те времена Россия замещала
базовые товары, которые можно было производить без дополни‐
тельных затрат на старом советском оборудовании. Те товары,
которые Россия импортирует сегодня, невозможно быстро заместить
отечественными аналогами. Это потребует серьезных инвестиций,
которые сегодня мало кто готов предоставить.
Бывший министр финансов России Алексей Кудрин и экономист
Евсей Гурвич утверждают, что российскую экономику не получится
восстановить при помощи исключительно денежно‐кредитных и
бюджетных мер. Даже слабые институты ‒ это второстепенная
задача. Причина всех бед России ‒ это ослабление рыночных сил и
подавление конкуренции, а это значит, что Россию нельзя считать
полноценной рыночной экономикой. Расширение влияния госу‐
дарства означает, что, хотя в России больше не существует
Госплана, господствующие позиции в ее экономике занимают квази‐
государственные компании, чьи доходы зависят не от их экономичес‐
кой эффективности, а от политических контактов. Искаженные
стимулы, а также коррупция и отсутствие защиты прав собствен‐
ников привели к уходу самых эффективных компаний с рынка,
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укрепив позиции паразитирующих и плохо управляемых государст‐
венных фирм. И падение цен на нефть лишь обнаружило эти пороки,
а вовсе не вызвало их.
Как объясняют г‐н Кудрин и г‐н Гурвич, стремительный рост
экономики России с 1998 по 2008 год был обусловлен легкими дохо‐
дами, полученными в результате роста цен на нефть и дешевых
кредитов. Это подстегнуло потребление, которое обеспечивалось за
счет импорта и увеличения объемов отечественного производства.
Правительство занималось распределением доходов, вместо того
чтобы реструктуризировать и модернизировать экономику. Частные
компании и Кремль сделали выбор в пользу быстрых доходов, а не
долгосрочных инвестиций. Даже в 2009 году главной целью правитель‐
ства было минимизировать политические последствия финансового
кризиса, а вовсе не сделать экономику более конкурентоспособной.
Единственный выход для России в сложившейся ситуации ‒ это
реструктуризация экономики с целью восстановления роли рынков.
25 лет назад такой переход стал возможным благодаря распаду
Советского Союза и переменам в Кремле. Г‐н Кудрин пытается
донести до г‐на Путина, что такой переход вполне возможно совер‐
шить в рамках его президентского срока, но с другим правительст‐
вом. Но г‐н Путин непреклонен. Пока он оценивает возможные
варианты действий, экономика России продолжает катиться в про‐
пасть ‒ независимо от того, что говорит телевидение.
Оригинал публикации: Hardly tottering by.
Опубликовано: 17/01/2015
(From: http://inosmi.ru/world/20150118/225633679.html#ixzz3QCPYbsHW)
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EXAM PREPARATION

Exam Practice 1
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Which two important recent developments are described at the
beginning of the article?
2. Which steps were taken by the Irish government to maintain public
support for austerity?
3. What is Mr Draghi’s position as far as euro’s appreciation policy is
concerned?
4. What announcement was made by the BOE and how did the City
economists react to this?
5. What monetary policy was Mr Carney in favour of?
b) The last but one paragraph is in italics. Read it out and translate
into Russian.
European monetary policy
No change but an eventful day
P.W. London
EUROPEAN central banks were centre stage today as they announced
their monetary‐policy decisions for February. As expected neither the
European Central Bank (ECB) nor the Bank of England (BOE) made any
change to interest rates, which in both cases are at historic lows. But there
were other important developments today. In Frankfurt the ECB seems to
have given its tacit approval to Irish moves to restructure debt incurred in
supporting its banks. And in London the BOE issued a rather gloomy
statement about the economic outlook while Mark Carney, governor of the
Bank of Canada, set out his stall in a way that suggests he will be more
proactive in supporting the British economy when he takes over from Sir
Mervyn King in July.
At his press conference Mario Draghi, the ECB boss, batted away
questions about the steps taken this week by the Irish government to
replace the promissory notes issued to support the collapsed Anglo Irish
Bank (and a bust building society) with much longer‐term debt. These
measures, which will reduce the present value of the obligations, are
politically as well as financially important to the Irish government as it
tries to maintain public support for austerity (the €3.1 billion annual
repayment due on the promissory notes was close to this year’s budget‐
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tightening measures) while steering a path out of its bail‐out programme
by the end of this year. But they had to be acceptable to the ECB, since it
sanctions the lending that the Irish central bank has in turn provided to
Anglo Irish on the basis of these promissory notes. And the ECB has in the
past resisted calls for a restructuring for fears that it might constitute
monetary financing.
A deal of sorts appears nonetheless to have been struck though Mr
Draghi was coy about what had happened. He confined himself to saying
that the governing council had taken note of the Irish actions. But in a
statement from Enda Kenny, the Irish prime minister himself noted:
“Under the agreement reached today with the European Central Bank, the
promissory notes are being exchanged for long term Irish government
bonds with maturities of up to 40 years.”
The main policy question for Mr Draghi was whether the ECB should
respond to the euro’s appreciation. Earlier in the week François Hollande,
the French president, had complained that the strengthening of the single
currency was hurting economies like France’s that had been trying to
regain competitiveness. Mr Draghi was never going to respond to that
provocation, but he left his options open. On the one hand he said that the
appreciation of the euro was a sign of returning confidence and pointed out
that the euro both in nominal and real terms was at long‐run averages. But
while stating that risks to the inflation outlook were broadly balanced he
cited the appreciation of the euro as a downside risk. That leaves him and
the ECB with room for manoeuvre if staff projections next month show that
overall the risks on prices as well as activity are on the downside.
In London the BOE for its part surprised its watchers by issuing a
statement, something it normally does only when it changes monetary policy.
The central bank sounded a pessimistic note. Recovery would be slow while
inflation was likely to rise further in the near term and could stay above the
2% target over the next two years. City economists were left scratching their
heads as to why the bank had changed its communication strategy. Philip
Shaw of Investec thought it might want to justify its stance ahead of forecasts
revealing the inflation overshoot, which the BOE will publish on February
13th. Kevin Daly of Goldman Sachs thought it was likely to have been
triggered by the imminent arrival of Mr Carney, who is keen on forward
guidance.
Mr Carney’s appearance at a parliamentary committee had been eagerly
expected for insights into how he might shake up the BOE and resuscitate a
moribund economy. He seemed to have become less keen on the idea of
targeting nominal GDP rather than inflation, an option that he aired last
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December for economies stuck in a rut. Instead he backed “flexible” inflation
targeting, in particular over the time it takes to restore price stability, as well
as “extraordinary forward guidance”. If Britain’s monetary‐policy
arrangements are altered this may be through making the bank’s mandate to
meet the inflation target more explicitly flexible ‒ though some might say that
its record as a serial overshooter in recent years shows that it has had little
difficulty in being flexible under the existing regime.
(From: http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2013/02/european‐
monetary‐policy)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
Treasury faces row over future of carbon tax
Emily Gosden
Energy giants EDF and Centrica are understood to be calling for the
green levy to be increased from 2020, but manufacturers want it scrapped.
The Treasury is at the centre of a row over the future of its carbon tax, as it
faces calls from some energy giants to increase the green levy, and from
manufacturers to freeze or even scrap it. The 'carbon price floor',
introduced in 2013, charges fossil fuel power plants for their carbon
emissions. It was intended to act as a modest UK 'top‐up' to European
carbon prices, with the combined level rising every year to 2030.
But in 2014 the Chancellor announced the top‐up would be frozen at
2015‒16 levels until 2019‒20, because European carbon prices were so
low the UK tax was putting British industry at a competitive disadvantage.
The Treasury is now understood to be deciding whether to freeze or
increase the tax in 2020‒21. Several major energy suppliers including EDF
and Centrica are understood to be urging the Treasury to commit to an
increase. They stand to benefit because the tax has the effect of boosting
the wholesale power price, increasing revenues for their existing nuclear
and renewable power plants.
EDF is considering life extensions for four of its ageing nuclear plants
and sees a rising carbon tax as crucial to their longer‐term economic
viability, especially now power prices have fallen to five‐year lows.
Vincent de Rivaz, EDF Energy chief executive, said current market
conditions were “exceptionally challenging”. “Government policies valuing
reliable, low‐carbon energy generation remain essential in giving us the
confidence we need to invest in our existing nuclear stations,” he said. “We
need steadily increasing carbon prices to support existing nuclear and
favour new CCGTs [gas‐fired power stations] over coal.”
But Richard Warren, of manufacturers organisation EEF, said the tax
should be scrapped because it continued to put British industry at a
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competitive disadvantage. Although compensation has been introduced to
help some energy‐intensive sectors, it does not fully offset the impact of the
tax and some sectors do not receive it at all. “If [the tax] can’t be scrapped.
it should at least remain frozen,” Mr Warren said.
The tax also feeds through to household energy bills and is estimated
will add £30 a year to a typical annual bill by 2020. Energy supplier said:
“From the outset we have been absolutely clear that we believe the carbon
price floor is an unnecessary charge and that ultimately it unnecessarily
adds to consumers’ electricity bills.”
“There has been some progress in terms of addressing the negative
impact it has on large industrial businesses and their attempts to compete
on the world stage, but we believe more still needs to be done to remove
the impact of this unnecessary burden on UK households.”
Experts say it is unlikely the tax will be scrapped altogether. Richard
Howard, of think‐tank Policy Exchange, said: “Removing the carbon price
floor would leave a sizeable hole in the Government accounts – since it
currently raises £1.6bn per year. “This suggests it may be difficult to
remove or reduce the tax.” One energy industry source said they expected
the tax to remain in place, but its level was the “million dollar question”.
They said it was unlikely the Treasury would raise the tax to its original
trajectory, which would be “difficult politically”, but that it could be raised
at a reduced trajectory. Another source said: “We think they will probably
hold at where they are at for another year.” A Treasury spokesman said:
“Government will be making an announcement about rates beyond
2019/20 in due course. No decision has yet been made.”
(From: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/12116628/
Treasury‐faces‐row‐over‐future‐of‐carbon‐tax.htm)

Exam Practice 2

Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Could you describe two main scenarios for financial markets
mentioned in the article?
2. In what direction are Japanese markets going and why are they
catching the author’s eye?
3. Why are foreign investors beginning to give up on Abenomics and
what is the consequence of such policies?
4. Why are the reflationary policies from the European Central Bank at
risk of failing?
5. What worries ECB and investors most?
b) Paragraph 1 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
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A Tour of Financial Markets
Stewart Richardson
We have been looking for the end of the risk rally for a few weeks now.
US equity and credit markets have been the most robust and have so far
refused to rollover. Elsewhere, we believe the risk off signs are developing as
we expected. We reiterate our view of two main scenarios for financial
markets. Either we see a repeat of 2015, in that returns across markets will
mostly be close to zero, or there will be periods of heightened volatility
followed by quick upside reversals. The alternate scenario is that equity
markets suffer a bear market, the US then enters a recession, the credit
default cycle worsens dramatically and we end up in a repeat of 2008. So let’s
have a look at some markets that are catching our eye.
Japanese markets are not going in the right direction. Chart 1 below
shows the equity market and the USD/JPY exchange rate. It appears that
the early success of Abenomics was almost entirely down to the massive
depreciation of the Japanese Yen. Foreign investors (who remain
important investors in Japanese equities) are beginning to give up on
Abenomics and are actively selling. Normally, fleeing foreign investors
would be negative for a currency, but as many have hedged their currency
exposure, this is simply not the case for the Yen. In fact they may even be
under hedged as equities fall, and so it becomes a vicious circle whereby
falling equities creates demand for Yen, which then encourages more
selling of equities.
At the moment, with Abenomics failing, we see little need to dip a toe
into Japanese equities. Indeed, it may be worse than that. If the Abenomics
is failing narrative becomes more widely accepted, that may well discredit
the ZIRP/NIRP/QE policies that Central Banks have been pursuing in
recent years. And if Central Bank credibility fails, then financial markets
could fall a long way.
Looking at Europe, the major effect of negative interest rates and QE
has been to push bond yields further into negative territory. Not only are
negative bond yields a sign that the reflationary policies from the European
Central Bank are at risk of failing, we are extremely worried that these
policies are creating a massive mis‐allocation of capital.
In chart 2 below, we show the EuroStoxx 600 index as a measure for
European equities, and in the lower panel, the ECB’s deposit rate and balance
sheet. The fact that the equity market is lower than at the time the deposit
rate was first cut into negative territory, and the expansion of the balance
sheet has not helped, should be a major worry to both the ECB and investors.
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Chart 1 – The Japanese Equity Market and the USD/JPY Exchange Rate

Chart 2 – European Equity Market vs The ECB’s Deposit Rate and Balance Sheet
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In the US, it can be argued that yields are just too low given the
performance of the economy and the potential normalisation in Fed policy.
In our opinion, US yields are either being supressed by low global yields
which make the US appear relatively attractive, or the market is sending a
message that recession risks are very real indeed.
(From: http://www.marketviews.com/rmg/a‐tour‐of‐financial‐markets/)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
Insolvency Service to investigate BHS's slump into administration
Sarah Butler
The government has ordered the insolvency watchdog to launch an
immediate investigation into the circumstances surrounding BHS’s slump
into administration. The business secretary, Sajid Javid, instructed the
Insolvency Service to consider the extent to which the conduct of the BHS
directors led to its collapse into insolvency last week, putting 11,000 jobs
at risk. The investigation will not only look at the role of the directors, led
by Dominic Chappell of Retail Acquisitions, at the time when
administrators were called in, but their predecessors, led by Sir Philip
Green. “I have asked the Insolvency Service to bring forward its
investigation rather than wait three months for the administrators to
report before launching their inquiry Any issues of misconduct will be
taken very seriously,” Javid said. The Insolvency Service intervention is the
latest in a series of investigations into what happened at BHS.
Two cross‐party committees of MPs are also looking at the matter. On
Tuesday, Green agreed to appear before an unusual joint session of the
business, innovation and skills select committee and the work and
pensions select committee. He is expected to go to parliament in mid
June after the committees have taken evidence from other parties,
including Chappell, pension trustees and the former BHS chairman Lord
Grabiner. However, the committees said they had no plans to call Green’s
wife, Tina, to appear. The work and pensions committee inquiry will begin
on Monday with evidence from the Pensions Regulator and the Pension
Protection Fund, the industry‐backed body that is likely to have to make up
BHS’s pension deficit of £571m.
The Serious Fraud Office is also reported to be examining the flow of
money in and out of BHS after Green sold the business for £1 to Retail
Acquisitions more than a year ago. The SFO would neither confirm nor
deny its interest in the matter. The Insolvency Service normally waits for
the conclusion of a final report by administrators before commencing any
investigation into a company. But the Department for Business, Innovation
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and Skills said the “unique circumstances” surrounding the BHS case meant
that Javid wanted to commence the investigation as soon as possible.
Should it conclude that one or more present or former directors had been
involved in any misconduct, an application may be made to a court to ask
that they be disqualified from acting as a director for a period of between
two and 15 years, depending on the nature of their misconduct.
If the conduct that leads to a disqualification took place after 1 October
2015 and caused a loss to creditors, an application could also be made to a
court for compensation. Retail Acquisitions extracted more than £25m of
payments, including professional fees and loan interest, from BHS in the year
before it entered administration with debts of £1.3bn. The Guardian has
revealed that the former racing driver Chappell could be forced to return
millions of pounds paid to his consortium during its controversial 13‐month
ownership of BHS. The legal director of BHS has written to Chappell asking
him for £50,000 that was not repaid after he moved £1.5m from the
retailer to an obscure corporate vehicle in the days before its collapse.
Meanwhile, BHS administrators are examining whether loans paid to
Retail Acquisitions can be called in. Under Green’s stewardship, more
than £586m was extracted in dividends, rental payments and interest on
loans by the Green family and other shareholders, including The Ivy
restaurant owner, Richard Caring.
Administrators are urgently negotiating with up to 10 potential buyers
who are thought to be interested in taking on as many as 60 of BHS’s 160‐
plus stores as a going concern. The interested parties include the Sports
Direct founder, Mike Ashley, who has pledged to save all the jobs at risk,
discount retailer B&M, the Edinburgh Woollen Mill owner, Philip Day, the
Co‐op chairman Allan Leighton and the Preston‐based property
entrepreneur Yousuf Bhailok. Bidders have been given access to the BHS
books this week and are expected to assess the information over the
coming days before first round bids are tabled.
Angela Eagle MP, shadow business secretary, said: “Following days of
pressure from the Labour party and the announcement last week of a joint
select committee inquiry, this latest statement from the government on the
BHS affair is very welcome. “The former owners took hundreds of millions
of pounds out of the business, before leaving a pension black hole which is
now estimated to be worth £571m. If the former owners acted
inappropriately, we need to ensure that they pay their fair share of the
deficit, rather than leaving the Pension Protection Scheme – and other
pension funds – to pick up the bill.”
(From:https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/may/03/insolvency‐service‐
investigate‐bhs‐administration)
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Exam Practice 3
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. What opportunity is considered to be great for macro investors?
2. What are the main hurdles for macro investors to overcome?
3. Why do macro investors have to remain patient?
4. Why is it difficult to make money in choppy markets?
5. What factors continue to be risks for global stability?
b) Paragraph 2 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
Patience Needed as Investors Seek Instant Gratification
Stewart Richardson
As most of us know, trying to predict financial markets is frustrating
nearly all of the time, and downright impossible too much of the time. Part
of the problem is that everyone wants instant gratification. As money
managers, we are delighted when our trades become immediately
profitable and frustrated when they don’t. The same goes for all market
participants regardless of individual timeframes. As we constantly consider
the big picture macro issues, we continue to view the investment world as
an extremely dangerous place. This should be great for macro investors
such as ourselves, as the opportunity to make money from the natural
unwinding of imbalances appears to be huge over the next several years.
There are hurdles for us to overcome however.
First, we all know that our central bankers and political elite are using
every policy and trick in the book to paper over the cracks and avert a
financial and economic crisis. These interventions are enough to hurt the
bears and encourage more speculation, but not enough to force prices high
enough to reward buy and hold investors. Second, very few active investors
are making money. Making money in choppy markets is just not that easy,
and active investors tend to take fewer risks when their profitability is low or
negative. What this means is that price movements are becoming more
erratic as fewer traders and investors hold committed positions. So, in order
to make money as the large macro imbalances unwind, we have to fight
central bank’s reflationary policies and try and hold our nerve through
erratic short term market gyrations. We think we are absolutely making the
right trades in our portfolios, yet we are simply not sure we will get instant
gratification even if we are right about the long term.
The chart below shows the MSCI World Index showing how equities
have made zero progress for over two years. Both the bulls and the bears
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have been wrong over that period, even though both camps have enjoyed
short term periods of success. Perhaps this can also be viewed through the
lens of central bank policy; despite increasing doses of stimulus from the
ECB and Bank of Japan, together with continued dovish tones from the Fed,
global equities can do nothing more than chop sideways with some heart
stopping interim drawdowns.
Our view continues to be that global equity markets are tracing out a
very large topping pattern and that the next big directional move is
downward. Waiting for the tide to turn in our favour has been very
frustrating. Both last August and again January this year, it appeared that
markets were heading into a new bear market, only for policymakers to
step in and add even more cheap money to save the day. However, their
powers are diminishing and at some point, the negative macro forces will
overpower them.
Chart 1 – MSCI World Equity Index

Identifying an exact trigger for the breakdown in equities is next to
impossible ahead of time. However, we continue to view Japanese policies
as failing, China continues to build debt (for less and less economic gain)
and Europe remains a flawed currency project with strains in the
periphery set to test the system again in the months ahead. Elsewhere,
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geopolitics and the price of oil continue to be risks for global stability.
Valuations are far too high for any of these issues to escalate without
consequences. If more than one them escalates, then we really are looking
at a repeat of 2008.
As macro investors, our aim is to make money as these imbalances
begin to unwind, and we think the opportunity set for macro investors is
very promising over the next few years. However, every time we think we
are about to enjoy some instant gratification, policymakers step in but their
powers are diminishing and we have to remain patient.
(From:http://www.marketviews.com/rmg/patience‐needed‐as‐investors‐seek‐instant‐
gratification/)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
New rule would allow US consumers to sue banks and credit card
companies
Jana Kasperkevic
The proposed rule would make it easier for Americans to bring class
action lawsuits over credit cards. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
moves to prohibit mandatory arbitration clauses in fine print of financial
firms’ consumer agreements. Americans may soon be able to bring class
action lawsuits against banks and other financial firms thanks to a new rule
proposed by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The new
proposals will allow Americans to band together and sue over a range of
products such as credit cards, checking and savings accounts, money
transfer services, and auto and student loans.
Financial firms have over the years perfected the use of fine print to
prohibit consumers from bringing such lawsuits and instead force them
into arbitrations, which can be costly for an individual consumer. The rule
introduced by CFPB on Thursday would prohibit such mandatory
arbitration clauses to be used on financial products.
“Signing up for a credit card or opening a bank account can often mean
signing away your right to take the company to court if things go wrong,”
said Richard Cordray, CFPB director, said in a statement. “Many banks and
financial companies avoid accountability by putting arbitration clauses in
their contracts that block groups of their customers from suing them. Our
proposal seeks comment on whether to ban this contract ‘gotcha’ that
effectively denies groups of consumers the right to seek justice and relief
for wrongdoing.”
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The proposed rule does not require congressional approval, but will be
open to public for a 90‐day comment period. Once finalized, the rule is
expected to go into effect next year. It will not apply retroactively to
existing accounts or products signed up for by consumers prior to its
implementation. Financial institutions came out against the new rule.
“The proposed rule is a wolf in sheep’s clothing,” the US Chamber of
Commerce said in a statement. “Now the agency designed to protect
consumers is proposing a rule that will end up hurting them.”
Critics of the proposed rule argue that instead of benefiting
consumers, it would result in profits for class action lawyers and stretch
out resolution of consumer disputes. In a letter to the CFPB, the Chamber of
Commerce described arbitration as “cheaper, faster and more effective at
delivering relief to consumers”.
Class action lawsuits will benefit consumers who would not usually
pursue legal action to resolve a small‐dollar dispute, CFPB noted in its
statement.
“The proposed rules would allow groups of consumers to obtain relief
when companies skirt the law. Most consumers do not even realize when
their rights have been violated,” it read. “Often the harm may be too small
to make it practical for a single consumer to pursue an individual dispute,
even when the cumulative harm to all affected consumers is significant.”
In a 2015 survey, CFPB found that just 2% of consumers would consult
a lawyer or pursue legal action to resolve small disputes. A New York
Times investigation revealed that from 2010‐2014, only 505 consumers
chose to enter arbitration over disputes of $2,500 or less.
(From: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/may/05/consumer‐lawsuits‐
banks‐credit‐card‐companies‐proposal)

Exam Practice 4
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. What was the market reaction to the failure to introduce a new
stimulus?
2. What policy has the Bank of Japan pursued since 2013?
3. Why does nobody trust Kuroda?
4. Why is the author of the article pessimistic about the economic
growth?
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5. What do the current Japanese experiences in terms of demographics
and increasing Government debt show the rest of the developed world?
b) Paragraph 2 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
The Bank of Japan Finds Itself in a Dark Corner
Stewart Richardson
The main event of last week was the failure by the Bank of Japan to
introduce a new stimulus (having led or allowed the market to believe they
would), and the resulting sell off in the equity market and rally in the Yen.
The market reaction was exactly the opposite of what the BoJ would be
hoping for, just as it was after they cut rates into negative territory at the
end of January.
The primary aim of Bank of Japan policy since 2013 has been to reflate
the economy with QQE, or Quantitative and Qualitative Easing. To be more
specific, the Bank aims to achieve 2% inflation and has been printing money
increasingly aggressively since 2013 to try and meet their objective. As it
stands today, inflation is at minus ‒0.3%, and the Bank of Japan recently
pushed rates into negative territory (after approximately 20 years close to
zero per cent – what do they really think they will achieve with this move?) in
another attempt to get things moving in the right direction. As with all
central banks, the BoJ likes to build a narrative and spin it such that we
believe they have everything under control and are just about to meet their
objectives. Our favourite Bloomberg headline from Kuroda’s post meeting
press conference last week was:
*KURODA: JAPAN’S VIRTUOUS ECONOMIC CYCLE HAS BEEN
MAINTAINED
Now, we are very happy to admit that Kuroda was dealt a pretty poor
hand when he arrived at the Bank of Japan some three years ago. With
disastrous demographics and mountainous debts (to name just two
structural headwinds), we always felt that achieving his 2% inflation target
(and nominal GDP growth of 4%) was not going to be easy. But to talk
about a virtuous economic cycle is pure fantasy. Nobody believes him and
he only damages his own credibility when he talks like this. The reality is
that Japan are into their third lost decade. Chart 1 below shows nominal
GDP which has not grown in over 20 years – not exactly a virtuous
economic cycle and more like a patient on life support.
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Chart 1 – Japan nominal GDP

As noted above, the move into negative interest rates at the end of
January was taken badly by markets. The Japanese Yen has risen by about
12% against a relatively weak US Dollar over the period and the equity
market is down over 5% compared to the MSCI World Index up over 7%.
The evidence is that banks do not like negative interest rates as it makes it
much harder for them to generate profits. Furthermore, there is plenty of
anecdotal evidence that households are protecting themselves against the
prospect of negative rates on savings accounts, as they go out and buy safes
and physical gold. Kuroda seems to be one of the few in Japan who thinks
that negative interest rates is a good idea.
It is almost impossible to have a growing economy when the
population, and especially a working age population, is declining (chart 1
being clear evidence of this). Unless productivity growth exceeds the rate at
which the working age population is declining, then the economy will not
grow in real terms. A percentage of the overall population, those of working
age in Japan peaked in about 1990. Having already declined from about 70%
to approaching 60% today, those of working age are set to make up only
about 50% of the population in Japan by 2050. Unfortunately, Japan is
simply showing the rest of us our future, and this is not positive for the
Global economy in the years ahead.
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Not only is Japan struggling with a declining population, it is also
ageing rapidly. Retired workers have by definition stopped being
productive (in the economic sense) and require an income to live off. With
retirees holding a much greater share of their assets in low risk cash and
bonds, the zero and now negative rate environment is simply crushing
their income. Older people tend to spend less anyway, but with monetary
policy crushing their income, it is possible that the Bank of Japan’s policies
are actually making matters worse. As shown in chart 2 below, having once
been viewed as a nation of savers with a savings rate well over 10%,
Japanese households save almost nothing nowadays. With interest rates
pegged near zero and a declining working age population, the only way for
households to increase their spending power is to either be paid more or to
increase debt. With the latter unlikely (older generations are more likely to
de‐leverage), and the former just not happening as exporters hoard their
currency gains, we fail to see how pushing interest rates further into
negative territory will help.
Chart 2 – The Japanese Household Savings Rate

So the Bank have Japan (and PM Abe) are in a dreadful mess. We
wonder whether they see themselves as struggling to add any more
stimulus through more negative rates. They chose not to add more
stimulus via QQE, which may be because they are trying to leave
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themselves with a tiny amount of ammunition in case they need it, or
perhaps they realise that increasing QQE and owning an ever greater part
of the bond and equity markets has its own limits. Either way, they have
painted themselves into a very dark corner indeed.
The current Japanese experiences in terms of demographics, ever
increasing Government debt and now increasingly impotent monetary and
fiscal policies should be a lesson to the rest of the developed world. The
trouble is that if Japan is in a dreadful mess, then the rest of the world are
only a few steps behind. Monetary policy everywhere is just unsustainably
loose, and yet raising interest rates will risk killing the economy. At the
same time, we seem to need to take on increasingly levels of debt for a
given unit of economic growth (China being the current worst offender on
this front). So central banks are trying their very best to maintain the
status quo whilst cajoling markets higher, and yet we know that this cannot
continue forever whilst economic growth remains so anaemic.
At some point, something will change. Either central banks wake up
and smell the coffee and try and induce a mild recession as they normalise
policy and purge previous excesses. Or more likely, central bankers and
politicians carry on with their increasingly reckless policies until the whole
system comes tumbling down with its own weight, not unlike 2008, but
most likely worse.
Of course, as the next crisis unfolds, the siren calls will be for
helicopter money – we can clearly hear these calls already. But to
paraphrase Rudolph von Havenstein, President of the German Reichsbank
from 1908 to 1923, when asked why he kept printing more and more
money; “to not do so would have been even worse”.
We obviously hope that our monetary and political leaders refrain
from the helicopter money route, but we are struggling to see how they can
maintain the current status quo. We continue to believe that 2016 will see
much higher levels of volatility and lower equity and credit markets. The
recent experience in Japan should serve as a clear warning.
(From: http://www.marketviews.com/rmg/the‐bank‐of‐japan‐finds‐itself‐in‐a‐dark‐
corner/)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
US job cuts hit highest level since 2009 according to new
study
Sam Thielman
April was marked by major cuts from Intel, which slashed its employee
ranks by 12,000. 61,582 people lost their jobs between 1 and 30 April – a
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worrying sign of a slowdown in the pace of the jobs market’s recovery. Job
cuts are at their highest level since 2009 according to a new study from
outplacement firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas, up 35% in April against
figures from March and 5% from the same time the year previous. Some
61,582 people lost their jobs between 1 April and 30 April, according to
employer announcements of staff reductions polled by analysts. For the
first third of the year, cuts are at more than 250,000, a level not reached
since the recession hit the job market in earnest in early 2009 and cost
nearly 700,000 people their jobs.
The news comes amid worrying signs of a slowdown in the pace of the
jobs market’s recovery. This week payroll processor ADP said the US had
added only 156,000 jobs in April, gains that were down against the
previous month and offset by increasingly grim news from energy and tech
sectors. Much of the recent job losses have been related to the oil industry,
hit by the collapse of the oil price. Challenger found that energy’s woes are
a continuing problem, but April was marked by major cuts from Intel,
which slashed its employee ranks: nearly three‐quarters of the 16,923 cuts
in the sector were the result of the chip‐maker’s 12,000 layoffs. There are
rumored cuts from the tech sector that are not included in the report, as
well: IBM is said to have laid of 14,000, but because the company has not
confirmed the dismissals, Challenger Gray doesn’t track them.
Shakiness across industries has increased pressure on the Federal
Reserve to keep interest rates low for fear of chilling investment. Indeed,
analysts are skeptical a rate rise will happen in the near future. “Interest
rates will stay low for longer, asset prices will continue to be artificially
high,” predicted Bill Gross, manager of Janus Global Unconstrained Bond
Fund in Barron’s. “At some point, monetary policy will create inflation and
markets will be at risk. Not yet, but be careful in the interim. Be content
with low single‐digit returns.” Gross also predicted further quantitative
easing, the process by which the Federal Reserve directly purchases
securities from banks.
(From: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/may/05/job‐market‐cuts‐
highest‐level‐since‐2009‐layoffs‐unemployment)

Exam Practice 5
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Why did a major high street bank change the terms for the bank’s
business customers?
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2. What policy does the Bank of England pursue?
3. What is NatWest business customers’ reaction to negative interest
rates?
4. Why could negative interest rates have widespread undesirable
effects across the economy?
5. Will there be winners if interest rates move to zero or below?
b) The last but one paragraph is in italics. Read it out and translate
into Russian.
NatWest paves way for introduction of negative interest rates
Patrick Collinson
A major high street bank has paved the way for the introduction of
negative interest rates for the first time in Britain by warning customers it
may have to charge them to accept deposits. The warning by NatWest was
made in a letter changing the terms and conditions for the bank’s 850,000
business customers, which range from self‐employed traders, charities and
clubs to big corporations. It could mean that an account holder with £1,000
in a NatWest account could see that shrink to £999 or less the following
year as the bank charges a negative rate of interest.
In its letter to customers, NatWest said: “Global interest rates remain
at very low levels and in some markets are currently negative. Dependent
on future market conditions, this could result in us charging interest on
credit balances.” The taxpayer‐owned bank – whose parent is Royal Bank
of Scotland – said it had no plans to make changes to the terms and
conditions of personal account holders to allow it to charge negative rates.
Interest rates on government and corporate bonds fell steeply in the
political turmoil that followed the Brexit vote. The Bank of England is now
under intense pressure to cut its already historically low base rate from
0.5% to kickstart the economy, although a move into negative territory is
not likely in the short term.
NatWest business customers are asking if negative interest rates are
legal. They are asking whether they should take their cash out of the
accounts and put it under the mattress to maintain its value. One treasurer
of a local community council, who received a letter but asked not to be
named, said: “Can they do that, is it legal? The letter goes on to say that
they ‘value our relationship with you’, but I may need to review how much
I can afford to have a relationship with them!” Another customer, who
holds funds for her grandchildren in a business bank account, said: “Will
this spread to all high street banks? I can’t access it myself to put it under
the mattress.” Other high street banks contacted by the Guardian said they
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had no plans, for now, to change contracts to allow them to impose
negative rates. The prospect of banks levying a charge on deposits rather
than paying interest turns traditional banking upside down.
“It is going to make businesses much less keen to hold significant
balances in their accounts,” said mortgage and savings expert Ray Boulger.
“If NatWest start doing this, other banks are likely to follow. Eventually
personal customers with large balances could be hit, but the banks may
decide that is going too far and take the hit themselves.” Negative interest
rates could have widespread undesirable effects across the economy. Not
only may customers decide to hoard cash rather than deposit it, banks may
take excessive risks in lending in order to obtain returns, while pension
companies will struggle to meet their liabilities. So‐called “voodoo
banking” is already happening in some countries gripped by deflation.
The European Central Bank charges other banks 0.4% to deposit cash,
while the Swiss National Bank charges domestic banks up to 0.75%. Last
week, ABN Amro, a major Dutch bank, told customers that because of
“exceptional market conditions”, it may be necessary to charge negative
interest rates at some time in the future. After the Brexit vote, interest
rates on government bonds – otherwise known as the “yield” – dived to
record lows. When rates drop below zero, it effectively means people are
paying the government to lend money to them. The Bank of England earlier
this month chose to hold base rate at 0.5%, but in the City it is widely
anticipated that governor Mark Carney will cut the rate to 0.25% on 4
August, as well as introduce other measures to boost the economy.
The prospect of negative interest rates has been mooted by individual
policymakers but they are not seen as likely for the UK any time soon.
In April, Jan Vlieghe, a member of the BoE’s nine‐strong monetary policy
committee (MPC), floated the possibility of interest rates being cut below
zero, meaning companies would pay to deposit their money with banks. His
fellow MPC member, the Bank’s chief economist, Andy Haldane, also raised
the prospect of cutting official borrowing costs to zero or perhaps even
lower in a speech last September. But governor Mark Carney has appeared to
oppose negative interest rates. Questioned by MPs in April, Carney said: “We
think we could move base rate closer to zero but have not said we have an
appetite for negative interest rates.” Millions of customers with savings
accounts in Britain are already suffering from historically low returns, with
many accounts already paying close to zero. The Financial Conduct
Authority last week named HSBC, First Direct and the Post Office as all
having easy access accounts that in some circumstances pay no interest. The
introduction of negative interest rates on deposits could spark a legal
challenge from customers.
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Shortly before the credit crunch, building society Cheltenham &
Gloucester launched a mortgage deal that tracked the main Bank of
England lending rate minus 1.01%. When the Bank cut interest rates to
0.5% in 2009, that suggested borrowers would have to pay ‒0.51%.
Instead, C&G cut the rate to 0.01% – its computers could not handle
mortgages at 0% – but did not actually go negative. Any challenge to
negative interest on deposit accounts may cite the example of C&G. But
there will be winners if interest rates move to zero or below. Since the
Brexit vote, a number of lenders have cut interest rates on mortgage deals,
with the biggest change to five‐ and 10‐year fixed‐rate deals, now on offer
at little more than 2% interest.
(From: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jul/25/natwest‐paves‐way‐for‐
introduction‐of‐negative‐interest‐rates)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
Google offices in Spain raided in tax investigation
James Titcomb
Google's Spanish offices in Madrid have been raided as part of an
investigation into the internet giant's tax payments. It is the latest blow for
the company in Europe, coming just weeks after its Paris offices were
raided in a separate case. Google insisted it pays all taxes it owes in
Spain. A spokesman said: “We comply with Spanish tax laws just as we do
in all countries where we operate.
We are co‐operating with the authorities in Spain in order to answer
all their questions, as always.” According to local media, authorities suspect
Google is not declaring economic activity in Spain, with the probe focused on
VAT payments. Like many multinationals, Google books a large proportion
of its European sales in Ireland, where it enjoys a comparatively low
corporation tax rate.
Google has been heavily criticized for its tax arrangements in Europe,
and scrutiny of the company comes amid rising anger at multinationals' tax
arrangements and efforts from authorities to limit tax avoidance. Its Paris
offices were searched by around 100 investigators as part of a year‐
long probe into tax fraud last month.
The company has been accused of not paying up to €1.6bn (£1.3bn) in
French taxes, although it says it abides by the law. Last year, Google agreed
to pay the UK Treasury £130m in back taxes following extensive criticism
of its UK tax arrangements. The agreement has, however, been attacked as
inadequate, and both Google and the Chancellor George Osborne were
criticized following it.
(From: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/06/30/google‐offices‐in‐spain‐
raided‐in‐tax‐investigation/)
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Exam Practice 6
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Why do the latest oil tremors reveal little about the underlying
health of the global economy?
2. What commodities have rallied over the last month and may be a
better reflection of the global economy?
3. Why was Simon Ward from Henderson Global Investors optimistic
about the gauge of the world’s money supply?
4. Why has the US shale industry proved far more resilient than
expected?
5. What is meant by “the scissor effect of the opposing trends”?
Describe these opposing trends.
b) Paragraph 1 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
AEP: Oil slumps on surging supply but global economy
picks up speed
Ambrose Evans‐Pritchard
Oil prices have tumbled to a three‐month low as surging supply once
again exposes the chronic global glut and threatens to perpetuate the energy
slump for another year. US crude contracts crashed through key technical
barriers to $42.40 on Tuesday before recovering slightly in late trading on
profit‐taking. They have fallen by 9pc over the last four sessions. Speculators
have given it an extra push. Data from the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission in the US shows that 52 hedge funds have taken out large short
positions, betting that the summer sell‐off still has a further leg to run.
Prices are unlikely to re‐test the February lows of $26 when asset prices
were tumbling across the world
World oil benchmark prices
and markets were in a full‐blown
‘China panic’, pricing in a global
recession that never happened.
Brent oil price
WTI
The latest oil tremors reveal little
about the underlying health of the
global economy, which has so far
shrugged off Brexit fears and may
be accelerating as central banks
and governments in Asia, Europe,
and North America step up
precautionary stimulus.
Source: Oxford Economics/Bloomberg
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Oil has fallen 9pc in the last four trading sessions. China’s growth rose
to 6.7pc in the second quarter, fueled by surging credit. Proxy indicators
tracked by Capital Economics show a marked pick‐up in June, with enough
fiscal spending in the pipeline to keep China’s mini‐boom running through
the year. Other commodities have rallied over the last month and may be a
better reflection of the global economy. The base metals complex, steel, and
grains are mostly moving in lockstep with global stock markets, catalysed
by the surge in the world money supply that lies behind it. The broadest
‘M4 Divisia’ gauge of money in the US is growing at the fastest pace in four
years, a rise that would normally signal stronger economic growth ahead
and reflationary pressure. The growth rate of M4 Divisia jumped to 5.9pc
in June from 2.8pc a year ago, according to the Centre for Financial
Stability. The US money data sets the tone for the rest of the whole dollar‐
linked global system, and especially for emerging markets.
Simon Ward from Henderson Global Investors said his gauge of the
world’s money supply – real six‐month M1 money ‒ is growing at an
annual rate of 10.5pc, the fastest since the blitz of stimulus after the
Lehman crisis. “We think global growth will be strong until the spring of
next year,” he said. The data is hard to square with a prolonged commodity
slump. The global money supply is surging, signalling a burst of global
growth CREDIT: HENDERSON GLOBAL.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that global demand
for crude rose a respectable 1.2m barrels a day (b/d) in the second quarter
to 96m, driven by the fastest rise in oil consumption by the rich OECD
countries since 2010. The IEA expects the momentum “will be roughly
matched through the year as a whole”. The current sell‐off is driven almost
entirely by output coming back on stream after a string of disruptions,
revealing just how far the market had got ahead of itself in May and June.
Supply disruptions drove the Spring rally but these are abating,
exposing the glut below CREDIT: GOLDMAN SACHS. Roughly 1.2m b/d of
Canadian oil is poised to flow again as forest fires in Alberta are finally
contained. Nigeria boosted production by 300,000 b/d to 1.9m in late June
as the government edged towards a tentative truce with rebels in the Delta
region. Adam Longson from Morgan Stanley said the rebalancing would
take a lot longer than previously assumed. “The markets are oversupplied
well into 2017,” he said. Inventories in OECD states are a record 3,075m
barrels and are still rising, albeit at a much slower pace than before. JP
Morgan said the creation of a national unity government in Libya could add
an extra 400,000 b/d to global supply if the deal holds, some of it relatively
quickly.
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At the same time, the US shale industry has proved far more resilient
than expected as it masters new drilling tricks and slashes costs. A recent
report by consultants Wood Mackenzie estimated that prime shale fields at
Eagle Ford and Wolfcamp in Texas can now make a profit below $40 a
barrel.
The closely‐watched rig count in the US has been rising for the last
month, catching traders badly off guard. Frackers added 14 fresh rigs to
371 in the week to July 22 ‒ mostly in the Permian basin in Texas. “We
have reached the bottom of the cycle,” said Schlumberger’s chief executive
Paal Kibsgaard. This is happening as OPEC continues to nudge up output to
a record 33.2m b/d in a fight for market share, with Iran already up by
almost 1m b/d since February to pre‐sanctions levels of 3.6m b/d.
Richard Mallinson from Energy Aspects said excess stock built up by
refineries is the trigger for the latest slide in crude but this disguises an
underlying shift in the market balance that could ultimately lead to a future
supply crunch. Output has slumped by 400,000 b/d in China over the last
year, yet the country is stepping up purchases for its strategic petroleum
reserve by roughly the same amount. The scissor effect of these opposing
trends may be enough to flip the market from surplus to deficit before long.
Mexico has lost a further 250,000 b/d as old fields are depleted. “Global
demand is quite healthy. We think the market will become increasingly
tight, with prices in the $70s in 2017,” he said.
(From: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/07/26/oil‐slumps‐on‐surging‐
supply‐but‐global‐economy‐picks‐up‐speed/)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
The Guardian view on negative interest rates:
positives and minuses
Editorial

It all began with a cloud no bigger than a man’s hand almost a decade
ago. This latest move is unlikely to be the end of it. Small events can take on
great significance. One sleepy summer nine years ago, the French bank
BNP Paribas suspended trading in three of its money‐market funds. The
announcement caused a tremor in financial markets, but raised barely an
eyebrow elsewhere. Little more than a fortnight later, trading was
resumed. Maybe, just maybe, someone at BNP thought that would be the
end of the story. They can’t have thought that historians would take that
initial announcement on 7 August 2007 as the start of the credit crunch.
The suspension of trade was such an unusual move, and came as the
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worries over subprime mortgages had built to a critical point. Trust in the
financial system eroded, then crumbled entirely.
The historic slump that followed has helped produce all kinds of
unforeseeables: Britain’s exit from the EU, the ascent of Nigel Farage,
Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership of the Labour party. And perhaps, just perhaps,
the next chapter began this week, with an innocuous‐seeming letter from a
high‐street bank to its customers.
Again, it does not seem like much: NatWest writing to small‐business
account holders to outline a change in terms and conditions. The language
is the usual bank anaesthetic, but its implication is truly historic: “Global
interest rates remain at very low levels and in some markets are currently
negative … this could result in us charging interest on credit balances.” The
state‐owned bank is preparing hundreds of thousands of shopkeepers and
manufacturers for their interest rates to fall below zero. It may well be that
a small firm keeping £1,000 at their local bank could soon see that deposit
shrink to £999 or even less. And if today it is small businesses, tomorrow it
may be households storing a lot of money at their banks. Since the crash,
savers have lost out – but never in modern British history have they
actually faced negative interest rates.
Just why this should be is not hard to fathom: faced with a stalling
world economy, central banks are cutting their rates below zero. If, for
argument’s sake, Santander wants to store £1,000 with the European
Central Bank for a year, it will find that in 2017 it draws out only £996 –
because Frankfurt now has an interest rate of ‐0.4% for commercial bank
deposits. At the Swiss National Bank, it’s even worse: ‐0.7%. Next
Thursday, the Bank of England is to cut rates below 0.5%, perhaps even to
zero. Beyond that lies the uncharted territory of negative rates. Since
Brexit Britain is very likely to go into recession soon, Mark Carney and his
colleagues will be right to cut rates, but the implications of “minus money”
are huge and uncertain. Japan has had negative interest rates for months
and low rates for decades – neither seems to have pulled it out of its slump.
It may be that in the credit‐happy Anglo‐American economies, shoppers
will take the fact that their savings are now shrinking as a cue to splash out
on a new conservatory. Since easy monetary policy has already sparked a
boom in ultra‐cheap mortgages, another cut may mark a last hurrah for the
housing bubble.
But there is one important point to make: minus money will affect
Britons very differently. Negative rates fall hardest on the grey‐haired rich.
For the young or the insolvent they may mean little. They could be
destabilising for financial institutions. Banks rely on rates to make returns.
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As the former Bank of England rate‐setter Charlie Bean has written in a
recent paper for The Economic Journal, pension funds will struggle to make
adequate returns, while fund managers will borrow a lot more to make
profits. Mr Bean says: “All of this makes a leveraged ‘search for yield’ of the
sort that marked the prelude to the crisis more likely.” This is not
comforting but it is highly plausible: barely a decade on from the crash, we
may be about to repeat it. This comes from tasking central bankers with
keeping the world economy growing, even while governments have cut
spending.
(From: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jul/26/the‐guardian‐view‐
on‐negative‐interest‐rates‐positives‐and‐minuses)

Exam Practice 7
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Why do bank regulators from Japan, EU and India resist a U.S. push
for stiffer capital rules?
2. What are the main sources of disagreement between them?
3. Are regulators in favour of internal models for risk‐assessment or
against them?
4. Why is the leverage ratio promoted by the U.S., viewed more
skeptically in Europe and Japan?
5. Why did the Basel Committee promise not to boost capital
requirements “significantly”?
b) Paragraph 3 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
Bank‐Capital Battle Makes Japan, EU Allies Against U.S. Push
Takako Taniguchi, William Finbarr Flynn, Silla Brush
Bank regulators from Tokyo to Frankfurt are joining forces to resist a
U.S.‐backed push for stiffer capital rules that could heap billions of dollars
of new requirements on lenders. Highlighting the stakes, top regulators
from Europe, Japan and India are pressing their case in public, shedding
light on divisions in the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision as it
races to wrap up work this year on the post‐crisis capital framework. They
want the global standard‐setter to soften key proposals for how banks
calculate the capital they need to finance lending and trading.
The proposals now on the table could result in an overall increase of as
much as 70 percent in the capital banks must have, said Shunsuke
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Shirakawa, vice commissioner for international affairs at Japan’s Financial
Services Agency, a member of the Basel Committee. Disagreement also
exists on how much banks should be allowed to borrow against their assets
and how far to limit their holdings of government bonds. ‘Significant
Increase’ “If you add together all the proposals that have been made, it’s a
significant increase no matter how you look at it, and that is a fact,”
Shirakawa said in an interview late last month. “So there is a need to make
adjustments by the end of the year.”
The U.S. moved faster than the rest of the world after the 2008 crisis to
revamp banking oversight, often seeking stricter standards than global
minimums set by the Basel Committee. Daniel Tarullo, a Federal Reserve
governor, has led the U.S. argument that the proposals under debate this year
are essential to preventing the industry from gaming rules by manipulating
internal models lenders use to determine their own capital levels. The Basel
Committee promised in January not to boost capital requirements
“significantly” as it wraps up work this year on bank‐leverage limits and a
revision of the way credit, market and operational risks are measured. The
regulator describes this as putting the finishing touches on the framework
known as Basel III, put in place after the crisis.
The financial industry, which has lobbied aggressively in recent
months, says the overhaul is so far‐reaching that it amounts to a new wave
of regulation ‒ Basel IV. Iain Mackay, group finance director of HSBC
Holdings Plc, said in May that lenders would be “pretty much stuffed” if
Basel sticks to its plan.
The industry’s concerns are now shared by the regulators, and
Shirakawa isn’t alone in his insistence that the Basel Committee keep its
word. European Union finance ministers have made clear they expect the
rules to come in as advertised. Valdis Dombrovskis, the EU’s financial‐
services chief, said Europe needs to “speak with one voice” to influence
decisions at Basel, where nine EU countries, as well as the European
Central Bank, have seats at the table. The Basel Committee brings together
regulators from nearly 30 countries, including Japan’s FSA, the ECB, the
U.S. Federal Reserve, the People’s Bank of China and the Brazil’s central
bank. The committee reports to the Group of Governors and Heads of
Supervision, chaired by ECB President Mario Draghi.
Jonathan Hill, a former EU commissioner for financial services,
said earlier this month that the EU’s executive arm would write to Draghi
to ask for Basel plans such as the leverage ratio and fundamental review of
the trading book to be “looked at again.” The Basel Committee’s attempts to
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restrict banks’ use of internal models for risk‐assessment, in favor of
prescribed formulas, has proven particularly divisive. The clampdown is in
line with U.S. views. The Fed’s Tarullo has said regulators should consider
“discarding” the internal‐model approach to risk‐weighted capital
requirements altogether in favor of a one‐size‐fits‐all standard for all
global banks.
That contrasts with the prevailing view in Japan and Europe.
Shirakawa said an increasing reliance on the standardized approaches
could hamper effective risk‐management by the industry and may provide
banks with a “perverse incentive” to take too much risk in some cases.
Elements in the regulator’s main proposals are “too conservative,” he said.
“Quite a few have the same view as I do,” said Shirakawa. “On the other
hand, quite a few argue strongly that, based on the experience of the
financial crisis, you can’t place too much faith in banks’ internal models,
and that some banks abused the models to keep their capital requirements
artificially low.” Another battle ground is the leverage ratio, promoted by
the U.S. and viewed more skeptically in Europe and Japan. The Basel
Committee has already agreed on a 3 percent minimum level, and is
considering setting higher requirements for the world’s most systemically
important banks, including Japan’s Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc.
“We think that the 3 percent is suitable and there is no need to go a lot
higher,” Shirakawa said. If Basel Committee members insist on an increase,
then a bucketing approach, whereby charges increase along with the global
importance of the bank, would be preferable, he said.
Shirakawa said the risk‐blind leverage ratio is intended as a backstop
for the risk‐weighted capital rules, and is useful when banks can’t reliably
measure risk. “If the backstop is always binding, that is abnormal,” he said.
He has an ally in Daniele Nouy, head of the ECB’s oversight arm, who has
also called for risk‐sensitivity in the new standardized approaches to
measuring risk. Japan is also wary of bank regulators imposing restrictions
on lenders’ holdings of sovereign debt. That puts it in line with India, which
opposes potential restrictions. The Basel Committee has moved more
slowly on such curbs. Raghuram Rajan, governor of the Reserve Bank of
India – another Basel Committee member – said his country is pushing
back hard on the restrictions. “We are opposing that tooth and nail at
Basel,” Rajan said.
While the sovereign‐debt issue is likely to run for years, the work on
Basel III is supposed to be done by December. That leaves Shirakawa and
his allies with a lot to do in a very short time. Nouy said last month that an
“overwhelming majority around the table” in Basel supports minimizing
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any increase in capital charges as a result of the latest plans. Shirakawa
shares that objective.“There’s half a year left, so there’s sufficient time,” he
said.
(From: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016‐07‐26/bank‐capital‐fight‐
makes‐japan‐eu‐allies‐against‐u‐s‐clampdown)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
May Says U.K. Seeks New Model for Trade Relationship with EU
Alex Morales, Chiara Albanese
Prime Minister Theresa May said she’s not wedded to any particular
model for the nature of the U.K.’s trading relationship with the European
Union once it’s completed a withdrawal from the bloc. “I’m looking at this
with an open mind,” May said at a news conference in Rome after talks
with her Italian counterpart, Matteo Renzi. “We should be developing the
model that suits the United Kingdom and the European Union, not adopting
necessarily a model that’s on the shelf already.” May’s remarks suggest her
new government, in power for just under two weeks, has yet to home in on
a set of precise requirements for Britain’s post‐Brexit relationship with the
bloc’s other 27 members. May, making the third trip to an EU capital since
she took over from David Cameron, also said she “intends to be able to”
guarantee the rights of EU citizens living in the U.K. after withdrawal.
May’s task is to deliver the exit from the union and consequent
reduction in immigration that British voters demanded while limiting the
cost to an economy that’s already showing signs of damage from last
month’s referendum result. The pound plunged to its lowest in more than
three decades against the dollar following the vote, and recent surveys
suggest it delivered an immediate blow to business and consumer
sentiment. Growth data published on Wednesday showed the U.K.
economy had a stronger‐than‐expected performance in the second quarter,
which mostly fell before the referendum.
The extent of the drag on the U.K. economy of Brexit will depend on
the precise relationship enjoyed by Britain after withdrawal, with U.K.
media speculating May wants to broker an agreement somewhere between
those of Norway and Canada. Norway is a member of the European
Economic Area, giving it access to the single market. It has no say over the
rules and must contribute to its budget, while accepting free labor
movement. Canada negotiated a free‐trade agreement that has yet to be
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ratified, but will limit most trade tariffs between it and the EU. It doesn’t
require free labor flows, and services are also not included in the pact.
“It will take time to work out the nature of our relationship, and that’s
why we should take to time to prepare for these negotiations so that both
sides can identify their objectives and opportunities,” May said. “Yesterday
I chaired the first meeting of the cabinet committee on exiting the
European Union to prepare and plan for an orderly departure.”
The U.K. premier has indicated she’d like to preserve as much free
trade as possible, as well as so‐called passporting for the country’s
financial‐services industry, while being able to restrict the free
movement of EU citizens to the U.K. “We had a very clear message from
the British people in the Brexit vote that they want us to bring in some
controls on free movement,” May said. “We will deliver on that.” As to
people who have already taken advantage of the EU’s free‐movement
rules, May said: “I want to be able to guarantee their rights in the U.K., I
expect to be able to do that, I intend to be able to do that, to guarantee
their rights. “The only circumstances in which that would not be possible
would be if the rights of British citizens living in other EU member states
were not guaranteed,” May said. “But I hope that this is an issue that we
can address early on.”
Renzi said there are about 600,000 Italians living in the U.K. and many
are concerned about their future. “I am worried they might eventually
decide to make my life more complicated to work here as an EU citizen,”
Silvia Schiavinato, 32, who’s been living in London for six years and works
as a marketing assistant, said in an interview. “I am also wondering if I
really want to keep living in a country where I don’t feel welcome or
wanted any more.”
May has indicated she won’t start the formal withdrawal process
before the end of this year and is first embarking on a series of visits to
meet her counterparts in other member states to help her gauge what’s
possible. She’s already held talks with her counterparts from Germany,
France and Ireland.
“This requires a lot of good will, a clear timeline and clarity of the path
ahead,” Renzi said. “For this reason we are particularly interested in giving
our greatest help to make the path ahead as efficient as possible.”
(From: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016‐07‐27/may‐says‐u‐k‐seeks‐
new‐model‐for‐trade‐relationship‐with‐eu)
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Exam Practice 8
Task 1
a) Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. Why has John Cryan been cutting risky assets, freezing dividend
payments and eliminating staff?
2. What measures have Deutsche Bank executives taken to reassure
investors of the bank’s ability to increase its capital levels and pay coupons
on certain debt securities?
3. What do Deutsche Bank’s results and planned restructuring
measures show?
4. What outstanding legal matters has Deutsche Bank been seeking to
settle?
5. What moments were exceptionally difficult for Deutsche Bank after
the Brexit referendum in the U.K.?
b) Paragraph 1 is in italics. Read it out and translate into Russian.
Deutsche Bank Flags Deeper Cuts as Trading Drop Hits Profit
Nicholas Comfort, Jan‐Henrik Foerster
Deutsche Bank AG Chief Executive Officer John Cryan signaled the
German lender may have to deepen cost cuts after second‐quarter profit was
almost wiped out by a slump in trading and restructuring costs. Net income
decreased to 18 million euros ($20 million) from 796 million euros a year
earlier, the Frankfurt‐based company said in a statement on Wednesday.
Analysts forecast a loss of 22 million euros, according to the average of 11
estimates compiled by Bloomberg. The global markets unit, which houses
securities trading, posted a 28 percent drop in net revenue. Cryan has been
cutting risky assets, freezing dividend payments and eliminating about 9,000
staff to boost capital levels and reverse a slump in shares. While the CEO has
called 2016 a peak restructuring year, his task has been complicated
by mounting legal costs, record‐low interest rates and volatile markets, with
Britain’s decision to exit the European Union clouding economic prospects
and potentially weighing on deal‐making across the region.
“Cryan has an enormous job if you want to reconstruct the bank,
refocus the platform and get the bank in the right kind of shape,” Chris
Wheeler, a London‐based analyst at Atlantic Equities, told Bloomberg
Television’s Jonathan Ferro on Wednesday. “The decline in revenue tells
you that there’s a really bad background that Deutsche Bank is having to
cope with in terms of carrying out this restructuring.”
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Deutsche Bank slipped 3.8 percent to 12.36 euros at 1:35 p.m. in
Frankfurt, bringing losses to about 45 percent this year. The company has
the lowest price‐to‐tangible book value of the world’s nine largest
investment banks. The discount indicates that it’s worth less than investors
would expect to receive if the firm liquidated its assets.
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Net revenue fell 19 percent to 7.39 billion euros in the second quarter,
while risk‐weighted assets slipped 3.4 percent to 402 billion euros. The
cost‐to‐income ratio, a measure of profitability, was 91 percent, up from 85
percent a year ago. Restructuring and severance expenses surged to 207
million euros in the second quarter from 45 million euros a year earlier,
while the bank also took a goodwill charge of 285 million euros tied to the
transfer of businesses. “There’s just no significant progress on capital, risk‐
weighted assets or profit so far,” said Jochen Schmitt, an analyst at
Bankhaus Metzler with a sell recommendation on the stock. “That has
made people uncomfortable with the shares.”
Deutsche Bank executives have struggled to reassure investors of the
bank’s ability to increase its capital levels and pay coupons on certain debt
securities. The lender’s common equity Tier 1 ratio, a key measure of its
financial strength, rose to 10.8 percent at the end of June from 10.7 percent
three months earlier. The company missed a goal of completing the sale of
a 20 percent stake in Chinese lender Huaxia Bank Co. in the second quarter,
a key step in raising capital levels. That transaction will be completed in
the second half, adding about 40 basis points to the capital ratio, according
to the statement.
Cryan has repeatedly said he doesn’t plan to sell shares, telling investors
in May that the firm is making progress with its overhaul and that he is
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“convinced we can realize this transformation with our own funds.” The CEO
wrote in a letter published on Wednesday that while “doubts were raised”
about the lender’s financial strength, they were “unjustified.”
The bank “will do everything in our power to accelerate” planned
restructuring measures, Cryan said. “While our results show that we are
undergoing a sustained restructuring, we are satisfied with the progress
we are making,” he said. “If the current weak economic environment
persists, we will need to be yet more ambitious in the timing and the
intensity of our restructuring.”
Under the new CEO, Deutsche Bank has been seeking to settle
outstanding legal matters. The lender took 120 million euros in litigation
charges in the second quarter, down from 1.2 billion euros a year earlier
and has begun discussions with the U.S. Department of Justice on a
potential settlement of claims based on the regulator’s investigation of the
bank’s residential mortgage backed securities origination and
securitization activities.
Deutsche Bank will probably face “material” litigation charges in the
second half, Chief Financial Officer Marcus Schenck told analysts. Still, the
bank has room to reduce its risk‐weighted assets further to offset resulting
pressure on its capital ratio, he said.
“Overall, this is a mixed set of numbers versus expectations with good
cost‐cutting progression,” George Karamanos, an analyst at Keefe Bruyette
& Woods in London with an underperform recommendation on the shares,
wrote in a note. “However, concerns over capitalization and internal capital
generation remain since litigation charges were minimal.” With regulators
stepping up scrutiny of riskier activities, the German lender pulled out of
some capital‐intensive businesses at the global markets unit run by Garth
Ritchie. Fixed income and currencies trading revenue, the largest source of
income, fell 19 percent to 1.82 billion euros in the second quarter. That’s
below the 1.95 billion euros projected by analysts in a Bloomberg survey.
The five largest U.S. investment banks saw their combined debt
trading revenue rise 22 percent in the second quarter from a year earlier,
according to data compiled by Bloomberg.
Equity trading revenue slipped 31 percent to 720 million euros in the
quarter from a year earlier, missing the 754 million‐euro average estimate
in a Bloomberg survey. Global markets are about halfway through its plan to
exit some countries and has made “significant progress” with investments to
strengthen the equities business, Cryan said. Revenue at the corporate and
investment banking unit, which comprises underwriting and transaction
banking and is led by Jeff Urwin, fell 12 percent to 1.89 billion euros.
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“The past quarter could hardly have been more challenging,” Cryan
wrote in the letter to staff. “There were some exceptionally difficult
moments and, after the Brexit referendum in the U.K., Europe stands at a
crossroads. The initial financial market turmoil now lies behind us, but the
challenges remain.” Pretax profit from consumer banking and wealth
management fell 61 percent to 187 million euros in the quarter from a year
earlier, while the asset management business saw earnings decline 35
percent to 171 million euros. The pretax loss at Deutsche Bank’s unit for
winding down unwanted assets narrowed to 632 million euros from 870
million euros a year earlier, according to the company.
The Postbank division, which was earmarked for a sale, reported a
pretax profit of 179 million euros, up from 88 million euros a year earlier.
Cryan told analysts on Wednesday that the lender will keep a planned
initial public offering of the unit on hold “in light of current market
conditions, which we think will continue for some time to come.” Deutsche
Bank isn’t under pressure to sell Postbank next year because changes in
regulatory capital requirements will probably only take effect at the end of
2019 or later, Schenck said.
Deutsche Bank is among the first large European lenders to release
second‐quarter results. Credit Suisse Group AG and BNP Paribas SA are
scheduled to report earnings on Thursday, followed by UBS Group AG and
Barclays Plc on Friday. “I’m convinced it will come out the other side a
stronger institution,” Wheeler said. “I have tremendous faith in what John
can do. But it’s a long haul.”
(From:http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016‐07‐27/deutsche‐bank‐profit‐
slides‐on‐overhaul‐charges‐trading‐slump)

Task 2 Read the article and sum it up.
Maybe Negative Yields Are a Sign of Prosperity
Tyler Cowen
Just when it seemed that negative yields could not spread any further,
they did. Corporate bonds paying negative interest rates now account
for about $512 billion of market value, bringing the world close to a total
of nearly $10 trillion in securities with yields below zero. Most are
government securities.
There are numerous explanations for this strange and unexpected state
of affairs. Some see it as evidence of impending economic doom. Others
attribute it to central bank over‐reliance on huge bond purchases intended to
stimulate economies, and to sluggish growth rates mirrored in bond returns.
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I’d like to suggest a more positive alternative perspective. It suggests
that negative yields could be around for a long time, but also gives new
guidance on what might cause them to disappear.
Start with the long historical view. On average, yields on Treasuries
have been falling since 1926 (!), due largely to their safety and liquidity.
They've almost become a form of money, offering liquidity and safety
comparable to cash. So it shouldn't come as a complete surprise if longer‐
term U.S. government securities and some corporate bonds recently have
followed a similar path because that would just represent an extension of
the historical trend.
Investors Are Paying to Lend in Euros
Average percentage yield on short‐dated, high‐grade company
bonds
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch Indexes
In this view, very low or negative yields need not reflect major cause
for concern. The many years of falling yields include periods of both
rising and falling economic growth, so higher global growth in the future
may not reverse the trend. In fact, higher growth and greater wealth
could raise rather than lower the demand for insurance and liquidity,
and thus lower yields.
Perhaps the most overlooked point is that the supply of negative‐
yielding securities is not so large relative to total global wealth. A
recent Credit Suisse estimate suggested that global wealth could reach
$369 trillion by 2019, reflecting growth rates of perhaps 7 percent a year.
Such numbers are typically inexact, because who can measure the value of
all the land in China and the buildings in Uzbekistan? Nonetheless, this
number is truly large and it has been growing rapidly. By comparison, the
negative‐yield securities seem like not such a big deal.
Maybe it’s time we started thinking of negative securities as the
equivalent of fire or earthquake insurance for that wealth. If there is truly
$300 trillion in global wealth, is it so crazy to think that investors would
pay a premium to buy $10 trillion dollars’ worth of insurance?
Keep in mind that if you buy securities at a yield of negative 1 percent
a year, and equities are yielding 4 percent on average, your insurance cost
on the safer securities is roughly 5 percent of the upfront investment. So on
$10 trillion of safe securities, that is an insurance premium of roughly $500
billion – a relatively small chunk of the $300 or $400 trillion of total global
wealth. In percentage terms it is cheaper than the homeowner’s insurance
many of us pay for every day.
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Observers sometimes wonder why there are so many negative yields
at a time when volatility indices are not always so high. But the key to the
risk‐protection insight is not that the world is more volatile, which may or
may not be the case at a given point in time, but rather that the quantity of
otherwise hard‐to‐insure global wealth is significantly higher than in times
past. It is worth noting that in both China and India, standard insurance
remains an underdeveloped sector.
The insurance factor gives us further reason to believe that negative or
low yields on safe securities may be with us for a long time. And that's no
reason to expect the apocalypse, although the existence of any kind of
insurance does imply some chance that negative risks will come to pass.
As to when negative yields might go away or become less significant,
there is now a straightforward answer: when Asia and other places become
safer places for wealth. That would require less geopolitical risk, greater
certainty that economic development will continue, better traditional
insurance markets and, especially for China, greater ease of portfolio
diversification into foreign equities.
Those developments are hardly around the corner but are plausible in
the next few decades. Better insurance markets will eventually come along,
the demands for super‐safe securities may slack off and yields on the safer
securities will rise. Just not yet.
Higher global wealth is a positive development. The world does face
some serious risks, but negative yields might just be a sign that you should
be less scared rather than more.
(From: http://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016‐07‐27/maybe‐negative‐
yields‐are‐a‐sign‐of‐prosperity)
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ANSWER KEY
Section 1
Unit 1

DEFINITION AND TYPES OF RESEARCH PROJECTS

Vocabulary
1) scientist / academic / scholar
2) thesis / dissertation / study
3) notion / concept / idea
4) at the outset / at the beginning of / in the beginning
5) findings / data
6) do research / carry out an investigation / undertake a study
7) define the type of research / identify the type of research
8) fall under the category of …
9) establish facts
10) reach conclusions
11) a field of knowledge
12) distinguish inductive and deductive approaches
13) to speculate on future possibilities
14) evidence of cause and effect
15) test (out) a theory
16) without any particular applied purpose in mind
Unit 2 RESEARCH PAPER SCHEMATA
Vocabulary
1) indicate the problem area
2) background analysis
3) the problem under investigation
4) start scientific argument
5) the means to resolve the problem
6) define principal terms
7) express acknowledgment of the researchers
8) form a foundation for research
9) an outflow of the works studied
10) in relative terms
11) time frame
12) be set for attributes
13) obtain achievements
14) outline scientific research methodology
15) adopt the theoretical approach
16) qualitative and quantitative methods
17) numerical data
18) tangible aspects
19) a discussion on or suggestions for further work
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20) hinder creative endeavor
21) contribute to the chosen field of knowledge
22) rationale of the research topic
Unit 3

RESEARCH PROJECT GUIDELINES AND ASSESSMENT

Vocabulary
1) focus on the big picture
2) knowledge gaps
3) discrepancies in the field
4) valid results
5) be in the know
6) a sound rationale
7) coherently developed hypothesis
8) look at the topic from a fresh point of view
9) increase the betterment of public wealth
10) do something in moderation
11) get a point across
12) define criteria
13) conduct your own peer review
14) shaky hypothesis
15) potential problems and pitfalls
Unit 4 RESEARCH PROJECT: TIPS FOR WRITING
Vocabulary
1) abstract
2) to ensure credibility of the paper
3) ultimate part of their research
4) scholarly literature on that topic
5) guidance counselor / project coordinator / supervisor
6) be on the right track
7) lay down a robust foundation to support his or her claim
8) cited references
9) the flow is the same as your research paper
10) the data collection & analysis phases
11) to validate this proposition
12) the findings attained from the respondents
13) diminution of the staff headcount
14) annulment of expenses
15) with special emphasis on the significance of the study.
16) highlighting the methodology as the major findings.
17) exemplary study
18) an issue under scrutiny
19) be focused while collecting literature for review
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Unit 5

WRITING AN ABSTRACT FOR LITERATURE REVIEW

Vocabulary
1) shake up your thinking
2) keep momentum going
3) stay on track
4) rough draft
5) hold water
6) at the stage of refining and proofreading
7) delete all the possible drawbacks
8) stem words
9) simplify and break up long sentences
10) edit out redundant phrases
11) omitted information
12) errors in figures and tables
13) quotations word for word
14) clear segues
15) adjust the font, line spacing and margins
16) use the terms interchangeably
17) in alphabetical order
18) in numeric order with respect to the numbers in the text
Section 2
Unit 1

SCIENTIFIC PROSE STYLE

Vocabulary
1) the pragmatic aspect of the communication
2) to disclose the phenomena of objective reality
3) clear indication of their interdependence
4) terms specific to each given branch of science
5) based on the similarity of two notions
6) to make scientific problems more understandable to the reader
7) a high degree of abstraction
8) the use of quotations, references and footnotes
9) in full accord with the main requirements
10) the overuse of such heavy constructions
11) with the aim of attraction of the reader's attention
12) gets the information in the accessible form
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Unit 2

PUBLICIST STYLE / NEWSPAPER STYLE

Vocabulary
1) single out as a separate type
2) sections of the paper explicitly flagged for their subject matter
3) logical argumentation and emotional appeal
4) coherent and logical syntactic structure
5) brevity of expression
6) vehicle of information
7) systematically biased
8) extreme idealization
9) to be precise
10) to make effect on the reader
11) facilitate text analysis
Unit 3

THEORIES OF TERMINOLOGY – PAST AND PRESENT

Vocabulary
1) the proliferation of terms and their diversity
2) begin to take shape
3) underscore the importance of standardization
4) be instrumental in disseminating smth.
5) with respect to smth.
6) label the nodes of knowledge
7) favor a common language in communication
8) have a predominant role
9) the quantitative and qualitative properties
10) a fact contrary to smth.
11) lead to ambiguity
12) update the lists of names
13) for a duration of time
14) contaminated with unnecessary loans
15) a certain grade of imprecision
Unit 4 GLOSSARY – A COMPILATION GUIDE
Vocabulary
1) cognate
2) generic definition
3) add value
4) heterogeneous groups
5) cover a wide range of concepts
6) complete vocational studies
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7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

fill in knowledge gaps
specific to the domain of knowledge
reference the reader
a live organism with its own imperfections
glossary compilation
include the spell‐out

Unit 5 KINDS OF TRANSLATION, PRINCIPLES AND DIFFICULTIES
Vocabulary
1) substitution and replacement of linguistic items
2) a complex and challenging job
3) principles of analysis, transferring and restructuring
4) words in isolation
5) match the original
6) sound natural
7) target language
8) source language
9) recreating the text
10) the simplest and void of style method of translating
11) to borrow the word
12) calk
13) translate literally
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